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It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to our October
issue of Coaching Perspectives, the AC’s global magazine.
Our theme is Somatic Intelligence, the wisdom of the
body. Somatic Intelligence is being heralded as the third
intelligence, following Emotional Intelligence as more critical
determinants of success in life and work than Intellectual
Intelligence. After 40 years of regular yoga practice I know
that my body sends me messages about what is going on
in me, with my clients, and in the organisations I work in,
long before my head catches up. I’ve learnt to listen to it, so
I often forget how we in the West are more likely to treat our
bodies as objects or take them for granted, and we certainly
don’t see them as sophisticated messengers. But coaches
are starting to catch on.
Embodiment practices, including some martial arts,
yoga and conscious dance practices, have been long
understood as paths to health and wellbeing. They are
now coming to prominence as fast tracks to awareness and
sustained change for leaders. Paul King gives an overview of
Embodiment as the art of reclaiming Somatic Intelligence, of
helping head, heart and body work together through simple
physical awareness activities. He shows how useful this is in
coaching. Liz Rivers describes how Leadership Embodiment,
developed from the non-violent martial art of aikido, helps
women in the workplace become the leaders they want to
be, addressing key issues of power and presence.
Stress is now a major workplace issue – we are witnessing
epidemic levels, both chronic and acute, and in younger
people. Amanda Ridings writes about the body as an early
warning system, while Mark Davies looks at the hormonal
story behind stress as he challenges the blind pursuit of
mental strength. Deborah Rozman, in her interview with our
Deputy Editor Sue Stockdale, explains the science behind
HeartMath, the ground-breaking technology that enables
a view of the true state of the heart behind the mask of
executive calm, enabling people to learn to manage stress
through their breathing. Gill Smith, who recently stepped
down as AC UK Chair, describes her own experience of
biochemical havoc during her treatment for cancer. Finally,
Our Deep Dive profiles Daniel Ludevig’s work using dance
and Presencing techniques to unlock creativity in corporate
settings.

All this is cutting edge and exciting stuff! But I am convinced
that when we truly understand that how we stand, move
and use our body affects how we feel, think and act, then
embodiment techniques will be widely incorporated into
coaching training – and, perhaps eventually into life-skills
teaching everywhere.
You will find much else to interest you in this issue.
We also kick off two new occasional features: Coaches
in Conversation convened by Clive Steeper, and our
Training Road Test – this first one by Judith Cardenas
of the Conversational Intelligence training for coaches.
Lastly do scroll to the back page and see the exciting AC
announcement about our new fully integrated digital
members platform.
As we come to the end of the year this is a good time to
reflect on our coaching – why we do it and what we love,
how we can improve and what might be missing. We at
Coaching Perspectives ask the same questions. We love
signposting innovative and brilliant coaching work and
profiling your voices and initiatives worldwide. But we
know we can improve: tell us what you want more of, what
we’re missing and what excites you now in coaching and
leadership.
Email us your comments, thoughts, ideas and requests.
We really do love to hear from you.
Warm wishes and happy reading and happy coaching
everyone, wherever you are.

Hetty Einzig
Editor
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adaptable as the environment around them changed. It
prepared them for the challenges that they will face when
entering the workforce for the first time.

COACHING ENGINEERS
AS FUTURE LEADERS
Australian executive coach-consultant Patrick Albina explains how he
coached an organisational psychologist and a research officer into
building a taller structure than construction engineers…

The state of flux that our world is experiencing was
profoundly illustrated to me during a recent networking
event at my daughters’ school when the Principal
announced,

whatever reasons they want. With an abundance of creative
potential ahead of them, how can we prepare and equip
the future generation of leaders to navigate this world of
constant flux, uncertainty and opportunity?

‘…the Preppie (Kindergarten) intake
this year is our class of 2028. Our
curriculum, teaching methods and
personal development techniques
must innovatively prepare them
for professions that are currently
unknown to us.’

In January to May 2016, we took on the challenge of
equipping future leaders with the basic skills to navigate
this world. I helped to design and deliver an innovative
programme at the Queensland University of Technology
(QUT) with support from Engineers Australia – College of
Leadership & Management Queensland (EA-CLMQ). Called
Harnessing the Power of Teams, the programme was
designed to equip fourth-year construction engineers with
leadership skills derived from solution-focused coaching
methodology. It was underpinned by complexity principles
that introduced the growth mindset necessary to deal
with the uncertainties and ambiguities experienced in the
workplace and, in the process, sought to enhance their
employability skills. Through a combination of interactive
workshop learning, task-based activities, and ongoing
coaching and development support, the programme
provided them with realistic experiences in developing
people and teams, fostering collaboration, and being

The disruptive effect of readily available and affordable
technology alone has opened up innumerable possibilities
that the current generation of leaders may never have
imagined in our lifetimes. However, to a younger generation
of leaders, these possibilities are merely the norm and the
societal interconnectedness that technology affords is an
intrinsic part of their lives. This enables them to view the
world with fresh perspectives and allows them to engage
globally however they want, whenever they want, and for
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To demonstrate the power of coaching I had the engineers
undertake a ‘design and build’ task. The task was based
on the famous ‘Marshmallow Challenge’ where teams
competed to build the tallest structure possible with nothing
more than 20 spaghetti sticks, 1 metre of sticky tape and 1
metre of string. The team with the tallest structure would
be the winner, providing that it could support the weight
of the marshmallow when place on the very top. I pitted
the engineers against the teaching team consisting of
organisational psychologists and research officers. There
was one distinction: I coached the teaching team in the
true sense of coaching, i.e., I was not allowed to offer
solutions and I could only ask questions related to their
thinking around the design and build process. After 20
minutes…success for the teaching team! As for the budding
construction engineers…well, they gave it a good shot, but
unfortunately their grand designs were unable to stand
unaided and therefore failed the success criteria. It was,
however, a profound way of demonstrating the power of
coaching to the engineers.
Fresh from their learning, the engineers used their newly
developed coaching-based leadership skills to guide teams
of first-year engineers through their assessable, real-world,
design and build challenge. The role of the Fourth Years was
not to solve problems that the First Years encountered – no
matter how tempting that was (…and it was very tempting
for them). Rather, it was to facilitate and guide the learners
through a process of discovery, encouraging them to
surface and explore a wide range of possibilities that they
would have been unable to identify without this coaching
approach. Along the way they experimented with new ideas,
worked through issues, and learned from their inevitable
failures. Importantly, the ‘Fourth-Year Lea ders-as-Coach’
approach enabled them to create an environment for their
teams to engage in ‘serious play’, continually evaluating and
adapting their approach with their growing knowledge and
new-found insights.
When designing the programme, we coupled the solutionsfocused coaching approach with some basic principles of
complexity in order to leverage the inherent benefits of team
diversity, natural ways of working, and the phenomenon of
small changes resulting in large effects:
1. The Law of Requisite Variety states that in order
properly to address complex problems, a repertoire of
responses is required that is at least as diverse as the
problems being faced. The Leaders-as-Coach facilitated
the exploration and appreciation of the different
points of view, thereby enabling the benefits of shared
leadership to be realised. The students were taught

that highly effective teams are rarely in unanimous
agreement. They are, however, able to leverage the
diversity of their views and construct pathways forward.
2. Emergence is the process that enables the formation
and observation of evolving patterns. Human systems
such as teams are complex and, over time, ways of
working are developed from the cumulative effect of the
individual contributors. The Leaders-as-Coach fostered
emergence by sharing, integrating and mobilising the
diverse contributions of their team members, allowing
them to learn, evaluate and adapt their way of working
to the changing landscape. These outcomes are not
attained through deliberate actions, but rather by
creating an environment that cultivates a natural system
of working.
3. Sensitivity to initial conditions is a powerful
change lever. Small, well-placed changes can lead
to large effects, creating ripples through the team
and/or organisation (similar to the famous ‘butterfly
effect’) . The power of these small changes is often far
more effective than large-scale change programmes.
Coaching works at the individual level. The Leadersas-Coach challenged their coachees’ mindsets and
belief systems. They discovered freedom from the
assumptions that constrained them from fully utilising
their talents, skills and experiences, and this opened
up new possibilities and pathways that led to better
opportunities.
Why coaching? Well, we knew that the essence of solutionfocused coaching is in its power to identify and co-create
a range of options to be explored with the coachee. We
provided the fourth-year engineers with a leadership
mindset of ‘encouraging others to create solutions’, which
challenged the dominant engineering mindset of ‘creating
solutions for others’. By asking powerful questions, we
encouraged the coaches to invite the coachee into a
dialogue of clarifying, discovery and action at a whole new
level, which revealed a range of potential pathways that had
been previously unrecognised and/or unexplored.

https://www.ted.com/talks/tom_wujec_build_a_tower?language=en
The butterfly effect is a concept derived from chaos theory – Edward Lorenz’s famous metaphor for the idea that a change as imperceptible as the flap of a
butterfly’s wings can result in an effect as grand as a hurricane far away several weeks later.
3
Solution-focused Coaching: Managing People in a Complex World, Anthony Grant & Jane Greene, Momentum 2003.
1
2
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The constructive nature of solution-focused coaching
is derived from positive psychology. We adopted this
approach with a view to overcoming the personal and
professional challenges the coachee faces in everyday life by
leveraging their values, strengths, virtues, talents and skills.

…what technical problems? The challenges faced by the
Fourth Years were mainly associated with team engagement
and managing interpersonal conflict. Comparatively few
technical problems were experienced. This is true for
leadership in general.

Coaching enables this by:

Leadership ‘ain’t easy.’ The Fourth Years discovered that
‘giving orders’ was the quickest way to distance themselves
from decisions. Enabling others to help themselves achieve
goals is not easy. The Fourth Years quickly discovered
that leadership and coaching takes hard work – but pays
big dividends in building responsibility and stakeholder
involvement.

l Exploring and appreciating the challenges we face from
a variety of perspectives
l Creating an environment that allows solutions to emerge
l Appreciating when to take deliberate action and
knowing when to allow a natural evolution of events to
occur
l Leveraging small changes for a big impact through a
process of co-creation.

Please get in touch if you are interested in knowing more
about our programme Harnessing the Power of Teams.

What is really exciting and hopeful about the solutionsfocused approach is the affirmation that transformative
change can emerge from very small shifts in behaviour.

THE HEART AT
WORK AND PLAY

Sam (pictured), reflected upon the programme,
‘Key things I learnt are that initiative, communication skills
and a willingness to learn are highly valued by prospective
employers. The programme will benefit me in my future
career as it has developed my leadership ability and helped
me to obtain and provide information in more effective
ways. These are important skills for engineers.’

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Paying attention to your heart makes intuitive sense. Deborah Rozman
talks to Deputy Editor Sue Stockdale about HeartMath and how our heart is
intimately involved in how we think, feel and make choices.

Image courtesy of
Engineers Australia

Some salient points relating to successfully engaging the
first-year engineers were raised by the Fourth Years on
completion of the programme:
The power of reciprocation. Clearly articulating the
way in which the First Years were helping the Fourth Years
to practise their coaching skills encouraged the First Years
to be more receptive to the idea of being coached. The
reciprocation of ‘support’ between the two groups was the
stimulus for mutual exchange and building the coaching
relationship.
Creating the opportunity of ‘happenstance’.
Being mindful of first- year workloads and headspace
was important in creating coachable moments and
happenstance conversations. Organising additional
meetings specific to coaching was met with resistance by
the First Years. The Fourth Years, however, were far more
successful when attending existing first-year meetings, i.e.,
making themselves available for opportunistic questions
and discussion.

8
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Patrick Albina is an experienced management
consultant and executive coach. He works
with organisations, helping them to navigate
pathways through complexity by transferring
new knowledge, building contemporary sensemaking frameworks and developing skills
to enhance their capabilities for tomorrow’s
challenges. Patrick specialises in problem
diagnosis where conventional methods
are ineffective, by leveraging cutting-edge
techniques in complexity and systems thinking.
Patrick has over 25 years in the aerospace,
defence and resources sectors. He is an
accomplished project manager, engineer and
team leader.

Whether you are aware of it or not the heart and has its
own complex nervous system known as the heart-brain,
which directly affects mental and physical performance.
Many published research studies and hundreds of client
results confirm that when people learn how to align the
electrical activity in their brain, heart, and nervous system
they have access to their higher capacities, which is the key
to fully maximising potential. As a result of their research
in this area since 1991, HeartMath ® have developed a set of
science-based tools and technology designed to measurably
improve decision-making, resilience, performance, health
and productivity, emotional well-being, and dramatically
reduce harmful stress.
Deborah Rozman, President and co-CEO of HeartMath,
became interested in finding out more about the heart when
she realised that metaphors of the heart – ‘put your heart
into it’, or ‘listen to your heart for an answer’ were not just
metaphors. As a behavioural psychologist one of the most
successful techniques she was using with her clients was to
get their heart talking to their head, and vice versa. ‘It was
like two different people,’ she says. ‘I would have them go
back and forth until the two came together with an “A-ha”-

this is when they would get intuition or insight.’ Then she
met Doc Childre, founder of HeartMath, who referred to
the intelligence of the heart. ‘I knew he was talking about
something real, because I had validated it, and when he said
he wanted to start an institute to research the underlying
physiology of heart intelligence, I was hooked.’

The heart sends far
more information to
the brain than the brain
sends to the heart.
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Rozman also recognised the need for business executives
to understand more about these ideas. She encountered
many stressed leaders looking to improve their health as
well as optimise the performance of themselves and their
employees. She knew that ‘listening to your heart’ was not
a message that would sit comfortably with them. However,
now with a large body of research to support the importance
of listening to the heart, and of learning to distinguish
between the mind’s opinions and the heart’s intuitive
promptings, she found corporate executives eager to take on
the HeartMath methodology.

habit. Unmanaged stress responses like anxiety, frustration,
or anger cause fatigue, we feel drained, and start to have a
sour view of others or life. The empowering news is that we
can learn to shift the pattern of the heart rhythm right in the
moment to a more balanced rhythm. Then the amygdala
does not throw up the stress memory.’ If we can activate
compassion, or care, or love instead, she explains, this
creates a smooth sine-wave or coherent heart rhythm that
bypasses the stored stress memories and can broaden our
perception and thinking as well as activate our intuition

Deborah explained. ‘When we encounter a stressful
situation, our heart rate rhythm is often irregular and
scattered. The heart sends the pattern of this rhythm to
the brain which triggers a stress response. In fact the heart
communicates to the brain through several pathways. One
of these pathways is to the amygdala, where we store our
emotional histories. One of the main functions of the brain
is pattern-matching and when it receives the scattered or
incoherent heart rhythm signals, this pattern triggers the
memory of previous stress responses. The heart rhythm
has different patterns for anxiety, for anger, or for love. The
amygdala responds based on a previous memory related
to the emotion. It creates a closed loop response and that
soon becomes familiar, creating for example an anxiety

GETTING IN SYNC
The heart has its own brain that is independent from
the brain in the head, its own intrinsic nervous system of
neurons that can sense, feel, learn and remember. When
the heart and head brains are in sync, that’s when we have
access to flow states. Deborah adds, ‘With the heart rhythm
coherence technology now available, such as the emWave,
it is possible to actually observe this. People can see in
real time their heart rhythm pattern change when they
shift from frustration to compassion. Assessments show
they can achieve measurable results in improved health
and performance in just six weeks of practising HeartMath
techniques.’

HEART RHYTHMS DIRECTLY AFFECT PHYSICAL AND MENTAL PERFORMANCE
Heart signals affect the brain centers involved in emotional perception, decision making, reaction times, social awareness
and the ability to self-regulate.

© HeartMath Institute

Incoherence
Inhibits Brain
Function
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Coherence
Facilitates Brain
Function

home, the school, and in life generally.’

HOW UNDERSTANDING THE
HEART CONNECTS WITH OTHER
APPROACHES
It seemed to me from Deborah’s explanation that there
is a strong correlation between heart rhythm coherence
and some of the other approaches profiled in this and in
earlier editions of the magazine; mindfulness (article in July
issue), Conversational Intelligence (article in July issue),
Presence (Amy Cuddy’s book reviewed in July issue), LE
[link to Liz Rivers and Paul King’s articles] and yoga. She
confirms that success in these approaches correlates well
with how well your heart and brain are in sync. For example,
if you are coaching your client and you are present, but not
‘really present’ because your subconscious is processing
something else, it’s unlikely you will be operating at your
best. And if you were hooked up to a heart rhythm monitor,
you would see you weren’t in a coherent rhythm.
Rozman believes that HeartMath importantly provides the
science behind the range of embodiment approaches, and
that helping clients understand how being ‘in sync’ with their
heart is likely to help them be more effective, is of great value.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Sue Stockdale is an accredited executive coach
and coaching supervisor. Her clients include
leaders in business, elite sport and not-forprofit organisations. She was the first British
woman to ski to the Magnetic North Pole and has
represented Scotland in track and field athletics.
As an author Sue has written and co-authored
eight books including Cope with Change at Work,
(Teach Yourself Books 2012); The Personality
Workbook (Teach Yourself Books 2013); and Risk:
All that Matters (Hodder & Stoughton 2015). Sue
is Deputy Editor of Coaching Perspectives.

Becoming more aware of the heart-brain connection helps
coaches activate their own intuition when working with
clients, as well as helping their clients to raise their own
awareness too.

Coaches need to help their
clients get back into the
heart of who they really are
for health reasons as well as
performance reasons.

WHERE DOES THIS RESEARCH AND
AWARENESS LEAD?
Deborah’s parting message was a call to action for
coaches and leaders. ‘More and more we are experiencing
connectedness across the globe, and that by paying attention
to heart intelligence, we will add more intuition and value to
that connectedness. Understanding heart intelligence will
inform the next level of human evolution, because it’s when
the heart is left out of the equation that we find ourselves in
the mess we are in today. We are all key influencers and can
facilitate others to achieve higher potential and be who we
truly are by bringing the heart back into the workplace, the

ABOUT DEBORAH ROZMAN
Deborah Rozman Ph.D. is President and co-CEO
of HeartMath Inc, and a key spokesperson for
HeartMath and the HeartMath System around
the world. Along with helping develop, oversee
and conduct HeartMath training programmes
since their inception in 1991, she has 30 years
of experience as an entrepreneur, business
executive and educator. She is author of over 12
books, including the award-winning Meditating
with Children, and has co-authored the five-book
‘Transforming’ Series with HeartMath founder Doc
Childre, and the newly released Heart Intelligence:
Connecting with the Intuitive Guidance of the Heart.
For more information on HeartMath in the US
and Europe contact:
www.heartmath.com
www.heartmath.co.uk
www.heartmathbenelux.com
http://www.heartmath.com/research/
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Louise: on supporting young people into employment,
education or training
Smart Works has reciprocal referral arrangements with several
other organisations including The Prince’s Trust. The Trust
aims to give young people the skills and experience they need
to move into employment, education or training. Many of
these young people come from disadvantaged backgrounds –
these are typical comments:
‘I know I can do the job but I don’t think they’ll want me’
‘I really want to get a job so I can set a good example for my kids’
‘I know what I want to say but I can’t get the words out’

COACHING FOR EMPLOYMENT
Coaches Sally Phillips and Louise Marling describe different aspects
of their volunteer work for Smart Works, an organisation that helps
women who have been unemployed for some time get back into work.

Sally: on giving ‘exquisite attention’
Coaches don’t have to be experts in their coachees’ respective
professions. Just as well, since today – a typical Smart Works
day – I’ll be working with applicants for these posts: beauty
therapist, bus driver, supermarket shelf-stacker, nursery
assistant, and humanist funeral celebrant.
Every Smart Works client has a personal dressing
appointment to provide an interview outfit, followed by a
coaching session. A typical coaching session covers reframing
experience, identifying transferable skills and behavioural
evidence (with step-by-step examples of what they have
done) to match the job requirements. Most important, with
interviews imminent, are the client’s own concerns.
All this within the hour, in a one-off session? Yet I’ve found
that these constraints actually demand best coaching
practice. For example, many of the women we see are
managing severe difficulties – ill health, marriage breakdown,
domestic violence. Their stories are affecting, and the coach
may be tempted to act as therapist or indispensable helper.
But we’re not here to enquire into their backgrounds; we’re
here to focus forward and help them Get That Job. All this
reinforces the need for clear boundaries and professional
supervision.
For most coaching is a new experience and there are time
pressures, but the aim is explicit. For the coachee to gain from
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the session, therefore, it’s more important than ever to follow
their interest (‘What would you like from our time together?’), to
pace the session, provide silences, check out, invite the client
to summarise. And yes, it helps to remember that coaching
isn’t always non-directive, especially when the coachee
doesn’t yet know what they don’t know. The Smart Works
coach has a responsibility to advise, share knowledge, provide
techniques and tools. The coach must also respond to what she
experiences, offering respectful feedback with a clear remit: is
this likely to help the client be their best at interview?
Whilst an effective coach is not a slave to particular models or
techniques, I find it helps to have a repertory at your fingertips.
For example, Nancy Kline’s1 question ‘What will you know in
a year’s time that you don’t know now?’ proved invaluable
with a client torn between two job offers. Clean Language has
helped to get behind statements like ‘My nerves always get
the better of me’; while questions such as ‘If your younger self
could see you now, what would they say?’ help validate what
clients have achieved against the odds.
Smart Works is effective (see next page). This is no doubt
thanks to looking the part, but I believe it also demonstrates
the power of ‘exquisite attention’. From the moment a woman
walks in, it’s made clear that her opinions and preferences
matter. Everyone receives the utmost courtesy and warmth,
and clients must inevitably carry this experience of respect
and feeling valued into their coaching sessions.

Whilst on the face of it coaching in this environment is very
different from corporate coaching, there are surprising
similarities. I am continually impressed, for example, by
the young people’s determination, resilience and drive for
improvement – qualities that would not be out of place in
the senior echelons of any corporate environment. There
is the same need for mutual respect and for establishing a
relationship that enables the client to share deeply held fears
and concerns. But being respectful of young people who
may not have had much support, avoiding language that
might be heard as belittling their life skills or experience, or
as patronising, is even more important than it would be for a
graduate trainee or corporate client.
Coaching conversations can be remarkably similar, often
concerning fears around speaking in front of others, a
general lack of confidence, a struggle to articulate strengths,
experience and transferable skills. I find that differences are
predominantly situational, rather than related to the position
or status of the individual.
Most corporate coaching situations involve some ongoing
contact, with time to get to know one another and form a
relationship. This is not the case either at Smart Works or The
Prince’s Trust. You will meet this person only once, so time
is heavily constrained. You have very few minutes to build a
sufficiently safe space for your client to feel they can speak
openly, and you have to tune in quickly to figure out how
best to help your client access sufficient inner confidence to
perform at their best.
In corporate situations, it can take several conversations for a
client to define their goal and what they want from coaching.
Here, however, there is a clear focus on a defined goal – getting
the job or the training opportunity – so the role of the coach is
clear. How can I best help my client take the next step on the
path towards employment?. The satisfaction for the coach is
clear, too: witnessing the massive boost of confidence when a
young person realises their value and employability.
About Smart Works. Smart Works is a UK charity that
dresses and trains unemployed women for their job
interview. Each woman receives a complete outfit of clothes
and accessories (theirs to keep) and one-to-one interview
coaching. In 2015, over one in two of those we were able

1

to contact went on to succeed at their job interview. Smart
Works started in London and is now helping women in
Manchester, Edinburgh, Birmingham and Reading, with plans
for more offices soon. www.smartworks.org.uk
About The Prince’s Trust. Youth charity The Prince’s Trust
helps disadvantaged young people to get their lives on track.
The Trust’s programmes give vulnerable young people the
practical and financial support needed to stabilise their lives,
helping develop self-esteem and skills for work. Three in four
young people supported by The Prince’s Trust move into
work, education or training. Further information is available at
princes-trust.org.uk or on 0800 842 842.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Sally Phillips is an AC-accredited coach and
an accredited Clean Language facilitator. As a
senior HR professional who for several years
has helped managers to recruit staff equitably
and effectively, and has mapped and assessed
competencies for a range of jobs in corporate,
public and volunteer life, Sally is delighted to
be poacher-turned-gamekeeper in her role
supporting Smart Works clients to bring their
best to job interviews. Sally is Copy Editor for
Coaching Perspectives.
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barometer of where we ’should‘ be in the coaching process and
in relation to espoused goals. This can lead us to subtly direct
our clients to ‘the place they should be’ in the process. The
outcome can be a coach who is not fully focussed on where the
client is that day and what issues they have in that moment.
Reiterating the goals of coaching and giving clients the space
to go where they need to is critical to the outcome and to the
client relationship.

4. BE A LISTENING DETECTIVE.

FIVE THINGS LIVING WITH
ALZHEIMER’S HAS TAUGHT ME
ABOUT COACHING
Lesley Symons describes how her mother’s Alzheimer’s
has helped amplify her coaching skills.

For the past year I have spent time weekly with my ageing
mother, who has Alzheimer’s disease. As her memory fades
and the facts of her life become muddled, trying to maintain a
relationship and a sense of connection can be exhausting and
challenging. I have had to learn to navigate my way through
our time together in a way that is most beneficial to my mother
and is least stressful for both of us. Mostly, I focus on keeping a
connection with my mother, with a sense that, despite all, she
knows that I am someone she knew and was close too.
During these moments, I draw on the skills taught and
honed as a coach and psychotherapist. But I also realise
how, through this process, she in turn teaches me about my
coaching skills.

1. GO IN WITH POSITIVE INTENT AND
A CALM AURA.
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2. BE IN THE MOMENT.
This relates to the first point. I have to be in the moment
when with Mum. Whatever is going on for her needs to be my
focus. Being able to adapt to and read the situation is critical
to keeping us both connected. Being flexible with what we
do, where we go, and what we talk about is imperative.
When coaching, I need to be completely focused on my
client. I need to clear my head and be totally present. It then
becomes about how I can truly adapt to the client’s needs.
How do I keep my beliefs and even expertise out of the
client’s way? How do I truly follow clients so they find a way
that is really their own?

3. LET GO OF MY AGENDA.

If I am in a calm and positive state, my mother picks up on
this, which influences her behaviour. If I am totally focussed
on her, our time together generally goes well. I cannot
bring my daily stresses into our time together, nor can I be
distracted when I am with her.

At times when I visit Mum, I plan our time together
beforehand; not the details, but the overall structure of our
time. For instance, shall we go shopping, go to a café, or stay
at home and talk? Although this sometimes works, it often
does not. Again I need to stay in the moment and adapt to
what my mother needs and can physically or mentally do at
that moment.

Engaging in deep breathing well before a coaching session
and having a ritual to rid ourselves of daily baggage is
imperative before engaging with clients. They will pick up on
our ‘state’ or ‘aura’, and this influences the session.

Our coaching client more often than not has goals to complete,
agreed upon between client, myself, and perhaps also the
client’s manager. We coaches may also have in mind the
number of agreed-upon sessions and may use this as a
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In the mid- to late stages of Alzheimer’s, patients can
become confused, mixing up the past with the present and
muddling up different situations into one believable event.
Some even have hallucinations or delusions about events.
So listening for the deeper meaning or, as Van de Loo1 states,
‘listening with the third ear,’ is a much-needed skill.
When my mother is telling her stories, I have to somehow
work through what she is really trying to say. What events is
she speaking of and where are the bits of truth? Which are
delusions? And, finally, does it matter what is real to her and
what is not? At times it does matter to her, as she is trying to
sort out memories for herself. At other, times it doesn’t.
I have to be a ‘listening detective’. What is real here and what
does she want from me? When do I help her sift through the
facts and when do I just go along with the story? Each time, I
learn a little about her past that I didn’t know before.
In the same way, how are we listening to clients’ stories? Are we
listening for deeper meanings or just for the here and now? Do
we know the level of meaning these stories hold for clients? Do
specific stories have impacts on them, or are they meaningless
in the greater scheme of things? Do we as coaches clarify these
different situations enough with our clients? When do we
intervene and open up a story or leave it as is?
I have learnt to ask for permission before intervening,
to reflect back, and to clarify if I have heard correctly. I
ask clients the importance of their story to their current
situation. How does it affect them now? I ask myself if clients
potentially ‘muddle’ stories up. As a coach, I now try and
assist clients to sort through and become more aware of
what pieces of their stories are relevant and meaningful and
which pieces are not.

5. ASK THE RIGHT QUESTIONS.
This seems like an oxymoron. How do we know which are
the right questions? How can I be so arrogant as to believe I
have the right questions?
I have noticed that if I ask questions regarding the content
of Mum’s story, our connection increases. If my questions
are related to my curiosity about or interest in her story, our
connection decreases.

In coaching, we cannot help at times ask questions out of
our own curiosity and to get more information. But does that
assist the client? Does that help us maintain our connection
with them?
I have learnt here to listen to my inner voice when coaching.
What might be the outcome of my question? Is the answer
for me to know? Does it benefit the client if I know more or
less about the story?
I now try hard to stick to questions about the content of
a client’s story. More times than not, I use David Grove’s
Clean Language2 questions, which embed the client’s words
into the question. The Clean Language process can help
maintain the connection, keeping me in their content and
keeping me out of asking questions from my own curiosity.
I have learnt a lot about my mother in the past year. I have
also learnt a lot about myself, my background, and my
family. I have had deep personal moments and have both
laughed and cried.
I have also learnt about connecting with someone at
another level. Through this, I have learnt about my coaching
and the skills I need to truly connect with my clients. This is
an ever-evolving circle. By honing these skills with clients,
I will help them to learn more about themselves and, in
the process, I will learn more about myself and my skills.
Thanks, Mum.
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So, in training our mind to be mentally tough - to develop
high levels of motivation to push ourselves through
periods of extreme physiological and cognitive stress - are
we engaging the neuroplasticity of our brain to create
neural pathways that undermine our natural resilience? It
seems as if we are failing to recognise that resilience is not
simply a psychological state, but is also a complex set of
physiological and psychological interdependencies and
feedback loops.

WHEN MENTAL STRENGTH
BECOMES A WEAKNESS
Sports and business coach Mark Davies describes the important
difference between mental strength and resilience.
Could burnout be due to confusing the two?

I have worked with two Olympians and both have suffered
problems (chronic fatigue/adrenal fatigue) of their
autonomic nervous system as a result of overtraining. So
this quote from Joey Hayes caught my eye a few years ago.
Hayes has earned a reputation as one of Australia’s leading,
innovative and most successful strength and conditioning
specialists working with several hundred professional
sportspeople including Olympians. This is what he has to say
about the importance of recovery:

‘In the world of Elite Sport, whoever
recovers the fastest does the best!
Simply put, the quicker you recover from
training or a game, the more you can
train and the better you will get! Without
a doubt the most common mistake I
see with the athletes I consult with, is
over-training or under-recovery, which
ultimately leads to illness, injury and
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poor performance. It’s a double edged
sword, in that athletes need to train hard
to improve their physical qualities, but
also need to recover sufficiently from the
training so they can reach new levels of
performance.’
What may be going wrong for elite athletes in their training
and preparation for elite performance? I would like to
suggest that they and their coaches may be confusing
mental strength with resilience.
The UK military has an elite Special Forces unit called the
SAS: probably the world’s most significant special forces
operation in terms of the influence it has had since 1944
on the development of other Special Forces units. Last
summer three of their trainees tragically died during the
same training exercise. They were so mentally strong they
ran themselves to death. Their bodies’ natural self-regulating
mechanisms were overridden by the motivation to complete
the exercise in the time required.

Those readers familiar with the importance of the
autonomic nervous system (ANS), and the work of Levine2,
Porges3, Scaer4 and other pioneers in this field, will need
little convincing. The ANS has two primary branches. The
sympathetic branch is our accelerator. It enables the energy
and focus, via the stress response, to ‘fight and flight’, or in a
modern context, to train, play hard, work hard - to perform
at high levels of intensity. The parasympathetic branch is
our brake. It pulls the sympathetic branch back into a ‘rest
and digest’ state so we can restore our energy and perform
again tomorrow. Our resilience requires the effective cycling
between these two states. Being in sympathetic is ok if
not essential at times. Being there too long, too often and
we begin to break down. In simple terms, as a snapshot of
ineffective cycling, it is the difference between a great night’s
sleep and a dreadful one. How do you feel in the latter case?
What’s your state of mind compared to waking fully rested?
Positive psychology is all very well until it pushes you into a
state of fatigue.
Our beliefs, as evidenced by our behaviours, become
embodied. Do you or your clients believe more in the
value of performance levels underpinned by the catabolic
processes of the sympathetic branch? Or do you give equal
weighting to the value of the recovery capacity underpinned
by the anabolic processes of the parasympathetic branch?
If it is the former then you may be increasing your risk of
burnout, illness and injury by embodying ‘go for it - you
can do it’ attitudes in a dysfunctional autonomic nervous
system. What do you think may happen to the coach of an
Olympian whose earnings depend upon the success of their
client winning a medal? UK athletes receive funding if they
are a medal prospect. That funding will help pay their coach.
It will be hard for a coach not to increase the workload and
motivation of their athlete if they think their funding is at
risk. It is then when mental strength can start to become a
weakness - or trigger a weakness.
How can we avoid this risk, particularly when we don’t have
the benefit of the specialist support structures that many
professional sportspeople have? Anyone working in the
24/7 culture of the corporate world is at far greater risk of
burnout today than 20 years ago. It is incredibly difficult to

unplug from work, and organisational culture can encourage
the very mental toughness that may lead to decreasing
resilience. When striving for targets, it is all too easy to
stay in the performance mode of the sympathetic branch:
not to allow sufficient time in the recovery mode of the
parasympathetic branch.
The US military has addressed this complex challenge
with a wide variety of programmes The one that I am
most convinced has long-term merit, MMFT, found that
mindfulness-based techniques were effective in improving
‘interoceptive awareness’. This awareness allows you to
track, with greater sensitivity, where you are in your nervous
system. Outcomes include improved decision-making and
recognition of the importance to transition quickly and
effectively into the rest and digest state. You can learn to
harness stress so that you become more resilient, more
emotionally regulated and better at enjoying life when not
stressed: great long-term prizes for all of us.
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since change diverts precious energy away from monitoring
the environment for danger. The unconscious shows up in
our bodily habits, so the way to make change possible is to
engage the body rather than trying to override or ignore it.
For example, if you stand up straight and uncross your arms
and legs you will feel more confident, rather than waiting
until you feel confident before you stand up straight. As the
Polynesian saying goes: ‘All knowledge is only rumour until
it’s in the muscle.’

DEVELOPING WOMEN LEADERS
THROUGH LEADERSHIP
EMBODIMENT
Women’s leadership coach Liz Rivers finds working directly with the
body is one of the most powerful ways to enable women to become
confident, inclusive, visionary leaders.

My own journey with somatic work started when I was
a young lawyer in my twenties, dealing with a stressful
and demanding caseload in a profession where making a
mistake could have catastrophic consequences – the worst
possible environment for a self-doubting perfectionist!
I lived in constant fear of getting something wrong and found
it very hard to switch off from work.
Fortunately I discovered the ancient Taoist practice of
Chi Kung (the less well-known cousin of T’ai Chi). This
meditative martial art involves practising gentle, flowing
movements, which imitate patterns from nature and have a
profoundly calming yet energising effect on both mind and
body. My stress levels went from feeling as if I was standing
on the hard shoulder of the M1 as lorries thundered by, to
sitting in a leafy glade hearing the gentle hum of traffic in
the far distance. This set me off on a journey to explore
how I could find a greater sense of security and confidence
by becoming more embodied. I trained as a body
psychotherapist and studied Leadership Embodiment with
Wendy Palmer. This is a method, drawn from Aikido and
mindfulness, which offers simple tools and practices to
increase leadership presence and the ability to respond
gracefully under pressure.
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This journey gave me the courage to leave my first
profession as a lawyer and become a leadership coach,
specialising in encouraging women to step up as courageous
and authentic leaders. In our programmes we explore each
of three aspects of leadership that are critical for women –
purpose, power and presence – specifically through the lens
of somatic intelligence (the wisdom of the body), using the
framework of Leadership Embodiment.
We live in a highly cerebral culture that values the intellect
above all else. Yet our bodies are an innate (and frequently
overlooked) source of wisdom - they are not just there to
carry our heads around! We tend to think of intuition as an
ethereal thing, yet when we pay it attention it often comes to
us via sensations in the body, such as a ‘gut feel’. Cultivating
the capacity to tune into our bodies and listen to what they
are saying can help us know our own mind with greater
certainty, make wise decisions, be more resilient, and
influence others powerfully.
Being more embodied also supports the process of change.
Neuroscience shows us that change is difficult - our
conscious mind wants to change, but the unconscious
reptilian brain is committed to keeping everything the same,

A client of mine had recently been promoted from leading a
division of 300 staff, based in London, to leading a division of
2000 staff based all around the country. She was in danger
of running herself ragged trying to get round them all and
needed to develop a new leadership style to accommodate
her expanded role. We used Leadership Embodiment
techniques to help her project her presence out to this larger
team and create a sense of purpose and inclusion that
united them despite large numbers and physical distance,
whilst not over-extending herself.
You may be thinking: Is this approach exclusive to women or
can both sexes benefit from it?
Yes, all leaders benefit from becoming more embodied.
However, I believe that women have both particular needs in
this area and particular strengths.
As a society we urgently need a more enlightened style of
leadership, which embraces more of the ‘feminine’ values of
inclusivity, acting in the interests of the whole; ‘power with’
rather than ‘power over’; and taking future generations into
account. It is vital that both men and women embrace these
values, yet I believe that getting enlightened women leaders
into positions of power in substantial numbers is a key part
of this evolution. Women need particular support to get
comfortable with embracing power, as for millennia we have
been schooled in ‘likeability’ as the key to acceptance and
influence. Seeking power directly was often dangerous Joan of Arc came to a sticky end!
On the plus side, women have an innate access to somatic
intelligence. Our bodies go through monthly cycles and the
major transitions of menarche and menopause, plus the
majority of women go through the profound experiences
of pregnancy and childbirth. Our bodies demand our
attention and although we’ve been schooled to see this as
an inconvenience, I’ve now come to appreciate these cycles
as gifts that remind us of our somatic wisdom.
It is my belief that Leadership Embodiment is a powerful
methodology that can support women to become
enlightened, purposeful leaders who in turn will contribute
to a better world.
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world, bring our best selves, and leverage the best of our
biological inheritance to our daily living? Somatic work in
its best, integrated forms provides a technology, philosophy
and practices to explore our personal and integrated
answers to those questions.
We need to get our head, heart and hara (body centre
in Japanese) working together and aligned. In our life’s
journey we develop strategies for survival that frequently
put these at odds with each other, not intentionally but as a
consequence of the best solutions we could come up with
at the time. Repeated over a lifetime they become habitual
patterns of our psycho-emotional-physical world

SOMATIC INTELLIGENCE:
WORKING WITH AND THROUGH
THE BODY
Head, heart and guts are in intimate relationship and everything we
do shows up in the body. Paul King explains how we can learn to
operate as an integrated whole.

Our thinking and emotions are not ‘out of body experiences,’
but we do seem to have lost touch with what is happening
inside us. The body is more than something we carry
around, feed, perhaps exercise and park overnight. The
somatic field in coaching brings the body into the room
alongside the mind, and emotional intelligence as an
equal and collaborative partner for influence and change.
Generally speaking, where the body has been considered
it has more often been ‘at effect’ rather than ‘at cause’.
However, the body not only reflects our psycho-emotional
patterns; it also influences them.
Evolutionary imperatives are stored in our bodies. So is our
personal history, which shows up in muscle tone, posture,
movement patterns and energy flow, all of which orientate
us (prejudice us) to certain perceptions, actions and
reactions. Without awareness and attention, the bodies we
are can become our future.
Neuroscience has helped us technically to understand
the process of our mind and neurology. Research shows
that the majority of our behaviours are not cognitively and

*
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consciously controlled, but are rather a function of our
instinctive neurology and habitual, learned patterns fired
into action before we are consciously aware of them. The
triune brain model and Polyvagal Theory of Stephen Porges1
shows that we are hardwired to be alert to danger and to
react to threat by fighting, fleeing, freezing, or folding, or by
seeking safety through social engagement if available.*
In response to fear and stress we typically, one way or
another, contract and separate ourselves from others. The
trouble is, we forget or lack the awareness to release that
contraction. It stays in the body and becomes a pattern
impacting on bodily function and psychological orientation.
We maintain tension in the system and become less attuned
and sensitive to signals inside and out. By contrast you
might have seen a passenger with their dog on the London
Underground: as they get off the dog shakes itself, releasing
the stress held in their system. Like the dog we need to
do a whole lot of shaking or its equivalent in a context of
persistent low-grade stressors.
How do we healthily manage the stressors of the modern

For a description of the autonomic nervous system see Mark Davies’ article on p. 16
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This is the territory of the Leadership Embodiment (LE)
work of Wendy Palmer, which in The Beyond Partnership
we incorporate with other influences under the frame of
Somatic Intelligence. LE makes a simple distinction between
Personality and Centre. Personality seeks to manage the
environment to create the security it needs. It references
the external world with our head seeking control, our heart
approval, and our gut safety. As a process it is highly energyconsuming. In contrast, Centre references neither self alone
nor other, but is in relationship. Being Centred is a state
of equanimity and alignment: our sense of ‘okayness’ is
inherent, not dependent on context – and therefore requires
less energy to maintain. This helps us move beyond fight/
flight and keep the pathways to our prefrontal cortex clearer.
It is not dissimilar to that feeling of being ‘in the zone.’
‘Coming from Centre’ is, however, contrary to our typical
functioning – it must be learned.
LE work uses partner activities as simulators of life’s stressors
and challenges set within various scenarios. We discover for
example our non-verbal expression as a leader or follower
in different contexts. Engaging the body, we move beyond
ideas into physically felt experience. Participants are invited
to work with the presupposition that how the body responds
will be a reflection of their Personality patterns in response
to life stressors. We cannot deny what the body has just
done: the body does not lie.
Activities are designed to identify our default psychoemotional patterns under pressure, i.e. our Personality at
work, which may or may not be fit for purpose, and then
to learn how to meet those same pressures from a place of
Centre initiated primarily through reorganising the body. We
learn how to speak up in the face of resistance, listen without
taking it personally and generally organise ourselves to meet
well whatever or whoever is in front of us.
The practices of LE and somatic intelligence are about
creating the awareness and responsive capacity to override,
rather than succumb to, our default patterning and
biological inheritance, when it serves us to do so. Under
threat and pressure, we naturally put up a boundary and
narrow our vision. The issue is how quickly we can get back
to Centre.
LE is not about stress reduction (we are actually
programmed to deal with stress), but about using stress, and
learning how to turn pressure into a resource: how to get the

cortisol, oxytocin and testosterone hormonal mix right to act
from resilience through working with the breath and posture.
Cortisol supports fight-or-flight and triggers contraction
in the muscles while also reducing access to our higher
order thinking, useful when the need is for a quick reaction
without conscious deliberation. Cortisol’s presence in the
body is meant to be short term, but with today’s persistent
pressures, patterns of muscle tightness and inadequate
attention to recovery, it is regularly generated and held
in the system. Over time these levels of cortisol weaken
the immune system While contracting the flexor muscles
for more than a minute stimulates cortisol production,
activating extensor muscles raises testosterone, the
hormone that opens us to big-picture thinking, greater
confidence and more tolerance for risk-taking. The other
key hormone in the mix is oxytocin. Released through felt
connection to another it generates a sense of care and
relatedness. In working with the body LE deliberately
induces hormonal shifts for positive outcomes.
Our resilience and capacity to be at our best under pressure
can be supported by being open in our posture, increasing
our sense of length, softening the front of our body (a gentle
smile helps), and working with the breath to bring our
autonomic nervous system into balance.
Working with the body offers short cuts and quick wins to
shifting the quality of one’s thinking and emotional states.
When we are under stress our unconscious habits will
usually win out. If the body is not ‘online’, the mind will not
sustain its intent. Willpower is a limited and highly energyconsuming faculty.
Somatic Intelligence is about helping clients present their
strength and confidence combined with warmth and
compassion and a clear perception from their Centre – all
with a certain ease. It is about learning to shift beyond our
habit of organising ourselves around what is resisting us. As
one person described it, ‘It is connecting to our most vital
source of knowing.’
Some key principles and intentions of Somatic Intelligence:
Connect to Centre
Balance and equanimity
Stay open and inclusive in the face of pressure
Listen without taking it personally
Speak your truth with clarity and without aggression or
attachment
l Be with what is without judgement
l Extend and include, not contract and separate
l Alignment of head, heart and hara (gut) – cognition,
emotions, intuition and instinct.
l Transparency
l Comfortable with not knowing, remaining balanced and
open, listening to the signals
l Working with patterns and emergence, not fixing solutions
from the start
Please note: these are processes, not final states. The
practice is learning how to re-find Centre and the other
qualities quickly, when we need to.
l
l
l
l
l
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As coaches somatic intelligence and its practices enable us
to develop and support ourselves and our clients, to bring
the body fully on board and be our best. As a somatic coach
we use our own body-mind to coach as well as coaching the
body-mind of the client.
A workshop participant asked for 1:1 coaching on an issue
she had been working on for some time. I met her a couple
of weeks later and listened to her story. Then she took a
break to go to the loo. I watched her walk down the corridor
and suddenly realised: there is her pattern! Her walk was
contained, her arms barely moving. She was looking down
and I saw a certain instability from everything held in
tension. On her return I proposed we experiment with her
walk, engaging her arms and focusing on her pelvis and
hips. Her head raised and her self-presentation shifted
noticeably. She said she felt her outline for the first time and
also felt a little bold and brazen. Even a small body shift can
sometimes feel huge and challenging. We played with toning
this down, and then related her experience to the issue at
hand. Over the coming weeks she practised her walking and
felt bigger, more ‘grown up’ and less dependent on other
people. We continued to refine this and add other practices
over further sessions to create choice in how she responded
and greater resourceful freedom to step forward into the
world as she wanted.
The internet and social media have grown our circle of
concern and potentially also our circle of influence, although
it can conversely feel as if this is diminishing. However, there
is at last an increasing demand from the world, including
the business world, for a greater appreciation of interrelationships, connectivity and sensitivity, and for a healthier
expression of power. As coaches we need to learn how to
engage the body alongside our mind and emotions, to have
more discrimination, and to move to opening and including
rather than contracting and separating – and help our
clients do likewise. Greater connectivity and sensitivity to
ourselves and our body-mind enables greater connectivity
and sensitivity to others and to the dynamics and challenges
of this complex world.

THE BODY IN THE SYSTEM
– EMBODYING PRESENCE
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All coaching encounters take place in a complex system of
systems. The energies present in what Mary Beth O’Neill1
calls ‘interactional fields’ may be palpable, or so subtle as
to be largely unnoticed. When there are disturbances in the
field(s) such as moments of surprise, uncertainty, challenge,
pressure, stuckness or stress, our system gets ‘jammed’. Our
ability to be present is compromised.
Presence is an embodied experience. When we say someone
‘has presence,’ the weight of their influence is almost
tangible: we feel their presence. So it’s unsurprising that,
when we lose presence in a coaching encounter, we find vital
signs in our body.
When perturbed by adverse or unexpected events, we may
flinch, clench our jaw, tense our shoulders, or gird our loins.
Perhaps we crumple, or pull back a little. We probably inhale
sharply, or stop breathing. Alongside physical contractions
and slumps, our attention narrows around the perceived
issue, distorting our perspective. Internally, we’re ‘on
alert,’ primed to strike or protect. Our capacity to act with
compassion and grace diminishes.

There are many ways to develop greater body awareness.
My favoured approaches are rooted in martial arts, and use
gentle physical pressure to uncover our personal form of
‘jamming’. Using touch as a proxy for psychological and/or
emotional pressure reveals our signature survival patterns
because the body doesn’t discriminate between different
kinds of pressure.
In coaching, being mindful of the body provides useful data.
However, being aware we’re off-balance is only a first step.

1
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The principle is to establish a softly aligned posture and
spacious awareness that includes and accepts others, in
all their humanness. If we practise this, we can protect
ourselves from being hijacked by events; we have options:
we can pause, exhale and make room to choose wisely.
It takes many repetitions to build the capacity for centred
presence in our most challenging moments. And, however
adept we become, it may sometimes still elude us!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Attending to our physiology offers an early warning system.
As coaches, it’s crucial we learn how to decode these signals
and recover presence.

To regain embodied presence, we can learn to access a
centred state of ease and expansiveness. In flow, obstacles
seem to melt away, and difficult activities become effortless.
We’ve all encountered this way of being at some stage in our
life – perhaps when we’ve been running, making music, or
playing chess. It’s as if ‘self’ dissolves, and running is simply
happening, music is making itself, or a chess move is simply
‘known’ rather than worked out. The question is: can we
access this state consciously?
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In centre, we’re fully present to whatever is unfolding in
us and in our environment. By using our attention and
imagination, we can consciously create the conditions that
make this state more likely, changing our relationship to
people and systems.

Amanda Ridings is an APECS accredited
executive coach, and is accredited as a coach
supervisor by The Coaching Supervision
Academy. She has practised the martial art of
T’ai Chi Chuan since 1998 and has been weaving
embodied approaches into her work since 2002.
She is the author of Pause for Breath: Bringing
the practices of mindfulness and dialogue to
leadership conversations (Live It 2011), which
received a silver Nautilus award (conscious
business and leadership).
Her signature leadership development
programme explores embodiment through the
medium of conversations
– see www.originate.org.uk

O’Neill, M. (2007), Executive Coaching with Backbone and Heart. Jossey-Bass.
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neurotransmitters. Incoming data from our senses are fed
to the two amygdala on either side of our brain, becoming
either reflex actions or or fed to the PFC for evaluation. This
is when we can exercise a modicum of free will to over-ride
our system’s default reactions but we need to remember
that the ‘emotional labelling’ of the data has already been
carried out in the brain’s limbic system, which operates
massively more quickly than the PFC; thus under stress we
default to habitual behaviour. This shows that we may have
limited power of veto over our instinctive actions, but we
can’t initiate behaviours that are not already pre-installed in
our systems by biology and life experience. Or, as has been
said elsewhere, we have no free will, only ‘free won’t’.
So if a client wants to change who they are and how they
behave, the the coach has to help them identify what is
already in their system and develop new experiences and
beliefs where these are missing.

WE ARE OUR
BIOCHEMISTRY
Informed by her own recent diagnosis of advanced cancer and the
treatment she is receiving to slow its advance, executive coach and
outgoing AC UK Chair Gill Smith looks more deeply at some of the
elements in our systems that affect personal change.

In my view, coaches often overestimate the extent to which
clients are able to change their beliefs and behaviour after
identifying the unhelpful ones and setting an intention
about the desired ones. Several coaching approaches
enable clients to look beyond their conscious awareness
and access their deeper emotions and beliefs: use of
metaphor, such as the Clean Language approach, through
reflection such as the Time to Think* method where the
limbic system is quietened sufficiently to allow conscious
exploration. Mindfulness and meditation both allow deeper
insight and reduce stress, while biographical enquiry
uncovers the client’s attachment pattern, the unconscious
rules and beliefs installed in their early years and the impact
of significant episodes in later years.
This gets us a long way, but there are some other things
going on in the client’s brain/body system which underpin
all of this, and which we should also take into account.

Our coaching relationships are more often a journey of
discovery (what is getting in the way of the client achieving
what they want to achieve, or being who they want to be?)
than a smooth ride towards defined goals. We may think
we understand what these obstacles are likely to be, and
feel we have the skills and tools to facilitate our clients to
get beyond them. During my recent experience, however,
I have been astonished at the extent of the effects of some
of the drugs on my whole mind/brain/body system. Our
biochemistry can drive us.
This has informed my understanding that for deeper work
with clients we need to explore what is in their system on a
number of different levels: conscious thought, beliefs and
values; elements out of conscious awareness, experiences
which have shaped habitual behaviours and worldview.
In addition, we may sometimes need to explore whether
biochemical factors are affecting the client’s system.
In recent years, neuroscience has shown us that our
assumptions about how we operate and make decisions
are deluded. Most of the time we do not operate as rational
beings, evaluating the data and making reasonable choices.
Our prefrontal cortex (PFC), the part of the brain involved in
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planning and decision-making, can over-ride our instincts
– but only some of the time. But this requires an enormous
amount of energy: you will have noticed that, whatever your
best resolutions, willpower runs out when you are tired.
And most of the time our PFC is playing catch-up with the
rest of our brain/body system: presenting us with seemingly
rational explanations for what we have already done or
decided to do, while these behaviours have most often been
determined or executed already, outside our conscious
awareness. The comparison between the processing power
of our PFC and the rest of our brain capacity has been
likened to describing the change in our pocket with the size
of the US economy!
Our bodies are incredible self-regulating mechanisms*.
We now know that receptors in our organs execute basic
physiological processes and pass the information back up
to the brain, as a sort of mission control. There are about 20
times more pathways going from the gut to the brain than
the other way round.
What interests us most as coaches is the emotional
component of behaviour. Neuroscience tells us that
emotions are translated into behaviour via hormones and

The role played by genes is still under exploration, but it
seems likely that their importance has been overestimated.
The international Human Genome Project has discovered
that we have far fewer genes than previously believed,
meaning that much of our destiny is not genetically
determined, while the new field of epigenetics provides
further insights, showing that although our DNA is predetermined, it is not always activated. For example,
addiction, or a predisposition to a certain type of cancer,
may be in our DNA but will not necessarily play out in our
lives. This is still an emerging field, but it seems that life
experience, from both environmental factors and our
beliefs, play the major part in activating our DNA.
It is often said that we are what we eat, and indeed we
know a lot about the importance of diet. We also know that
both exercise and sleep are important. Exercise releases
endorphins, the body’s own natural painkillers; sleep is
necessary for the brain to process the day’s experiences
and the body to repair itself. Not paying attention to any
of these factors can result in poor health and susceptibility

to illness - cold or flu viruses or more serious auto-immune
diseases. Our brain, immune and endocrine systems are all
connected.
The spiritual dimension, in the sense of a belief in something
that transcends self, is personal - and controversial territory. Why should this be so, when we know that the
quality of the relationship is the most significant predictor of
coaching success? I would challenge you to question your
definition of the mind. Clearly mind and brain are different.
Is mind the output of brain or of the brain/body system? Or
does it go beyond this? Many people think that the energy
that flows between us, individually and collectively, is the
most significant thing of all. Neuro-biologist Dan Siegel
defines the mind as information and energy in relationship.
We need all these things to be aligned and in good working
order to be capable of becoming our best selves, and to
put into effect the change necessary to get there. Helpful
attitudes and beliefs, a healthy immune system nurtured by
a good diet, exercise and sufficient sleep, plus a sense of the
importance of something beyond our selves, all need to be
in place.
Going back to my own ongoing experience as a cancer
patient, I am told that a positive mental attitude is the
key determining factor for how long I will live once the
medication has ceased to be effective: those who stay
positive about their condition tend to live longer. This
echoes the coaching technique of reframing negative
attitudes and beliefs to get better outcomes. But sometimes
a positive attitude is impossible to maintain, especially when
you have cancer. And I am astonished at the speed and
extent of medication, when a tiny pill can affect my entire
outlook and physical capacity. The effect is like a complete
personality transplant!
Once my cancer had been diagnosed and its spread was
evidenced by CT scans, I was put on a course of steroids
before my treatment started. Suddenly I slept only two
to three hours per night, but my mind was razor sharp, I
did lots of good writing in the wee small hours, and was
incredibly productive all day long. Time slowed. I became
a Domestic Goddess with all this spare time and energy,
and saw the world in a fresh and positive way: I saw good
in everyone and talked about the ‘gift of cancer’. I had
one of the best weeks of my life. I spent money prolifically
and had great fun. While my daughters loved this new me
after the months of my feeling ill and lacking energy, my
husband found it inappropriate as he was coming to terms
with contemplating life without me. I was optimistic to an
annoying degree, and completely manic!
Sadly, doctors don’t allow people to stay on steroids for
long. The flip side of this euphoric period arrived with the
side effects of the chemotherapy: fatigue, hair loss, nausea
and diarrhoea, and a loss of sensation in hands and feet.
Losing my sense of taste made eating unpleasant – this
sucked joy out of my life. What surprised me most however

* See references in articles by Sally Phillips & Louise Marling (p.13) and Lesley Symons (p.15)
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was the effect on my brain. ‘Chemo Brain’ is indeed a
recognised term. I went from being unbelievably productive
and competent ‘on steroids,’ to being slow, disorganised,
unable to hold two things in my head at once, and with a
very short attention span. My memory became unreliable – I
couldn’t retrieve words or names and I would forget what I
had said or done. I became irritable. I no longer saw good
in others – now they annoyed me, and I found it hard to
respond politely to the well-meaning people who gave me
unsolicited advice. I was angry at other people but not at the
cancer.
So ‘who I am’ changes, affected by the biochemistry
induced by the drugs. I have no control over this, but I’ve
found that it is more powerful than the stories I tell myself
about my condition – traditionally an area of control and
focus in coaching. Ongoing, after chemo, I hope to feel
better. A healthy diet, exercise and reducing stress in my life
will all strengthen my immune system and I will focus on
prioritising the things that bring me joy.
What does this all mean for coaches? What is shaping the
system of the client we see in front of us?
Of course most coaching clients will not also be cancer
patients, and most will probably not be taking prescribed
medication to affect their biochemistry to the same extent
as I have experienced. But I would suggest that for lasting
change, coaches should consider exploring with their clients
what might be going on at these deeper levels within their
systems. I have become acutely aware of the limits of a
cognitive coaching approach, and even one that looks at the
client’s unexamined beliefs, values and strengths. This feels
like looking at the bit of the iceberg that is visible, plus some
of what is beneath the surface of the water. But deeper still
there are other things driving the client’s system. How much
change is it realistic to expect?
I once again recognise the importance of coaches doing
work on themselves - and not just on the mental and
emotional parts. Physical and spiritual aspects need our
attention, too. The deeper the work we do on ourselves, the
more likely we are to be able to facilitate exploration at all
levels with clients, and to help them to move from who or
where they are, to where they want to be.
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Gill Smith is a seasoned, influential coach and
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was UK Chair from 2013-2016.
With a background in advertising and qualitative
research Gill has a track record in helping
organisations develop their brands and their
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COACHING IN ACTION:
HOW WEX DEVELOPS LEADERS
US coach Sherry Harsch-Porter describes an in-depth leadership
programme that helped US-based company WEX face the challenges
of a growing global workforce and leverage cultural diversity.

If you’ve used an online service to book travel or a card to
buy fuel, you may have been touched by a company called
WEX and not even know it. As a global leader in corporate
payment solutions, WEX’s goal is to simplify the complexities
of payments across continents and industries – including
Fleet, Travel and Health. Founded in 1983 in the state of
Maine (USA), WEX has grown rapidly to serve customers
in 200 countries with offices in Australia, Brazil, France,
Germany, Italy, New Zealand, Norway, Singapore, the United
Kingdom and the United States.
WEX’s CEO and President, Melissa
Smith, has publicly described the
company’s strategic objectives as
follows: accelerate growth, make
targeted investments, and scale.
Since going public in 2005, WEX’s
growth has been exponential both
Alison Soine-Norris
in terms of revenue and people,
expanding from 650 to more than 2,500 employees. To
support scaling at this level, WEX needed to develop a steady
pipeline of ready-now leaders with a global perspective.
The company knew that its employees were smart, driven
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and fiercely proud to be WEXers. But it knew that more was
needed to sustain its global success. WEX wanted to build
on its ‘people-first’ culture in a measurable, methodical
way. Alison Soine-Norris, WEX’s Director-Global Learning
& Organization Development, describes the organisation’s
previous leadership development as ‘a patchwork quilt
of on-the-job learning, off-site courses for high-potential
employees, and informal mentoring.’ This was effective, but
did not knit together the various regions, functions and lines
of business to allow leaders to build broad networks and
learn together. Nor did it prepare leaders for the challenges
they would encounter in a more complex and competitive
global environment. With the aim of building a workforce
of strategic thinkers who were results-focused, culturally
competent, globally mobile and able to manage the complex
relationships of a matrixed organization, they engaged
consultants Rosinski & Company to conduct a needs analysis.
WEX wanted a programme that would give managers the skills
and tools they needed to drive their career forward; build
cultural competency; and deliver measurable outcomes for
the company. Further, the company wanted to build the skills
needed to sustain learning in a coaching culture.
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A leadership roadmap identified leadership development
needs at all levels of the organisation, and a tiered series of
development programme was created, based on the leader’s
level in the organisation and the company’s core values. The
Integrated Leadership Development Program (ILDP) focuses
on senior leaders with further programmes for managers,
team leaders and others with first-line supervisory
responsibility, all based on the six perspectives in Rosinski’s
Global Coaching1.

ILDP cohort group with Melissa Smith, WEX CEO,
in center of front row.

Participants attend in cohort groups balanced for gender,
race and national origin, and care is taken not to include a
manager and direct reports together. Participants complete
several pre-course assessments, including a 360-degree
feedback tool: FIRO (The Fundamental Interpersonal
Relations Orientation), based on social needs theory; the
Campbell Leadership Index (CLI®) a 360-degree leadership
assessment tool that measures personal characteristics;
and the Cultural Orientations Framework (COF)2, a selfassessment that examines the cultural influencers that make
up our identities. Results of the assessments are debriefed
in a three-hour session with a professional coach during
the ILDP programme. This starts a year-long engagement
between the participant and the executive coach designed
to support learning from the programme. The first ILDP
programme was held in 2015.
As you would expect, activities during the five-day
experiential workshop reflect the behaviours needed
on the job: active listening, inquiry-based questioning,
a willingness to be open and vulnerable, flexibility and
responsiveness – and there are multiple opportunities to
practise giving and receiving feedback from peers. However,
other activities, such as a mindful eating or creating a
vision through an art project, are not so common. The aim
is to recognise the whole human being and to encourage
leaders to stretch beyond typical boundaries. An important
element is to explore cultural diversity in all its aspects
including geography, generation, race, gender, family origin.
Participants are encouraged to move beyond recognising
differences to using these as strengths.

Soine-Norris says that early impact measures of the ILDP
programme are very positive. The number of graduates who
have been moved, promoted or transferred since attending
outpaces those who have not been on the programme by
three to one. The company repeated the Campbell Leadership
Index 360 assessment for ILDP graduates one year after the
programme, and across the board, assessments showed
improvements in all areas with ratings from subordinates and
managers markedly higher than the baseline scores. There is
anecdotal evidence that quieter leaders have become more
assertive and individuals are delegating more effectively.
Soine-Norris described an experience at the company’s
recent Leadership Summit. Attendees were asked to
volunteer to lead what the company calls a ‘RED team’.
These are short-term, cross-functional projects that
individuals take on in addition to their regular jobs. In the
past, a handful of employees would volunteer to take on a
RED team assignment. This time, when CEO Melissa Smith
asked, ‘Who is ready to lead this RED team?’ the response
was overwhelming. 111 of the 120 attendees, nearly 93%,
volunteered to lead a RED team.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

How do the various generations differ from each other, and what
are the practical implications? David Ringwood describes a recent
large scale study of leaders in Europe and considers how these
insights can be used in coaching practice.

Sherry Harsch-Porter leads PorterBay Insight,
a leadership development consultancy based
in St. Louis, Missouri, USA. She has a wide
corporate experience and holds a Ph.D. in
Social Science, an M.S. in Human Resources
Management, a B.S. in Business Administration,
and is a Board Certified Coach. Sherry teaches
graduate courses, including Executive Coaching,
at Washington University (St. Louis). She is a
contributing author to the coaching reference
book The Handbook of Knowledge-Based
Coaching: From theory to practice published in
2011, and author of Education as Possibility:
Coaching for Persistence, published in 2012.
www.porterbay.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sherryharschporter

http://www.philrosinski.com/pdf/Global%20Coaching%20for%20Organizational%20Development%202-11%20IJCO%20Philippe%20Rosinski.pdf
Further information on these instruments is available on their respective websites:
FIRO - https://www.cpp.com/products/firo-b/index.aspx
Campbell Leadership Index - http://www.ccl.org/leadership/assessments/CLIOverview.aspx
Cultural Orientations Framework - http://cofassessment.net/
1
2
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COACHING A MULTIGENERATIONAL WORKFORCE
- NOT JUST THE POSTMILLENNIALS…

We all have our unique journey in life and have been shaped
both by our own experiences and also the times we have
lived through. We often find it easier to identify with those
who have shared similar experiences because we ‘know
where they are coming from.’ It can feel more effortless when
we work at the level of shared assumption and familiarity,
but what happens when this is not the case?
Organisations continually seek to motivate, engage and
develop their employees, and especially (but not only) the next
generation of leaders and high potentials. The war for talent,
the need for results and the agenda towards greater inclusion
increasingly demand that leaders understand the dynamics
and practical implications of different facets of diversity such
as gender, and cultural and generational differences.

One reason that the topic of generational differences
continually arises is because it is something of a
moving target. The relentless advance of technology,
the availability and immediacy of information, and
changing values and aspirations, among many other
considerations, all contribute to the way new generations
are shaped motivationally and how they present
behaviourally in the organisational context. To mitigate
subjectivity and in the interests of an evidence-based
approach, Management Research Group (MRG) conducted
a large-scale empirical study that identifies how, in
specific terms, the respective generations differ from each
other, and what this might mean for coaching a multigenerational workforce.

SILENTS

BABY
BOOMERS

GEN x

GEN y

GEN z

BORN
1925-1945

BORN
1946-1964

BORN
1965-1976

BORN
1977-1990

BORN
1991-
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New Research
MRG recently completed two large-scale studies in Europe
involving nearly 60,000 leaders across many generations
from a wide range of industries, ranging from CEO level
to non-management roles across over twelve European
countries. Once the different generations had been defined
and described (recognising that this alone attracts debate),
we then measured both the behavioural and motivational
characteristics of these groups to see where they aligned
and how they differed.

Behavioural Observations
In the first study 50,585 leaders completed the Leadership
Effectiveness Analysis (LEA). The LEA is a descriptive,
behaviourally-oriented instrument, providing scores on 22
dimensions of leadership behaviour. Figure 1 shows the
generational profiles of Self LEAs compared to a general
European population, showing the median values for each
generation against the 22 LEA behaviours.

(Feedback). There might be many circumstantial or
contextual reasons for these trends. Our focus is to measure
the changes occurring rather than speculate on the social,
cultural and technological variables, or on the implications
of these trends. But they should give pause for thought.

Motivational Observations
The second study sampled 8,818 individuals ranging from CEO
level to non-management roles. Each participant completed
the Individual Directions Inventory (IDI) questionnaire (see
Figure 2). The IDI is a descriptive instrument, providing scores
on 17 dimensions of individual motivation.

Individual Directions Inventory

FIGURE 2
Data distribution is similar to that seen in the Behavioural
Study, in that Boomers are closest to the subsequent cohort
(Generation X), and Generation Y is closest to Generation Z.
Generation Z (the most recent generation) is also the most
extreme of the four groups in motivational factors, just as
Generation Y was in the behavioural study.

Broadly speaking, we find fewer differences across all 22
behaviours between the older generations. The Boomers are
generally closer to their predecessors, while Generation X is
closer to Generation Y.
Generation Y is noteworthy for two reasons. Firstly, their
scores are more extreme relative to the other cohorts
in the study. Secondly, we might think about where the
trajectory is heading for each of the 22 scored behaviours.
For example, being Outgoing (acting in an extroverted,
friendly and informal manner) is becoming an increasingly
overt behaviour for the newer generations, whereas
Delegation (enlisting the talents of others to help meet
objectives) is on the wane. There seems to be a growing
emphasis on precision and process (Structuring) but less on
letting people know whether they have met expectations
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Motivation: Why we do what we do
Behaviour and motivation can be quite different. Behaviours
are often related to situation or context, so how much of
our behaviour actually reflects who we are intrinsically?
Conversely, motivational factors are generally more stable
over time and are less likely simply to reflect circumstance
or situation. The formative years (especially the first 10-12
years) are instrumental in shaping these factors, although
motivation does evolve and change over the course of our
lifetime through experience and extrinsic influences.
Motivational considerations are intriguing for coaches
and leaders alike. We can only observe the behaviours of
colleagues or clients of any generation, and we are likely to
make judgements and inferences on that subjective basis.
How well do we really understand what motivates them? On
what basis do we make our assessment?

Generational Differences on the LEA
- Leadership Effectiveness Analysis

FIGURE 1

strongly desire) are to serve their needs without necessarily
recognising the need to reciprocate. When we think of this
in terms of continuing trajectory, perhaps it is unsurprising
(albeit judgemental) that the prior Generation (Y) have been
referred to as Generation Me, and that Time Magazine (May
2013) referred to this generation as ‘lazy, entitled narcissists
who live with their parents.’ Generation Z might well be
continuing that trend.

We can see some interesting patterns and correlations between
the two studies. Generation Z is motivated to feel more
connected to others (Belonging), and interestingly continues
the generational trajectory that demonstrates the greatest
behavioural orientation towards more informal, extroverted
relationships (Outgoing). Similarly, the behavioural attention to
detail seen in the Generation Y cohort is also evident at the level
of motivation in Generation Z (Structuring).
Another characteristic of Generation Z worth observing
are the elevated levels in intrinsic motivation, for example
for Excelling (bringing high expectations of success and
achievement) that are unique to that cohort. Interestingly,
there is far less emphasis on doing this in a self-sufficient
manner (note the low scores for Independence). Instead, a
greater drive to receive support and empathy from others
(Receiving). In fact, Generation Z (because of the biases that
can be inherent in motivational factors), may work on the
assumption that the purpose of relationships (which they

Motivation is at the core of each of us as individuals. It shapes
how we experience the world, what we find emotionally
rewarding and behaviourally compelling, and what we seek to
avoid or resist. It influences the way we perceive and interpret
the world. Those who value autonomy and independence, for
example, are likely to interpret support from others as a form
of control or interference. We may think we’re helping, but this
is based on our own preferences or untested assumptions.
Highly competitive people might enter the room with an
oppositional ‘you versus me’ mindset, something that people
without this characteristic would not understand. While the
MRG study doesn’t describe that level of granularity, it does
help us get closer to understanding some of the implications
of generational differences in motivation, and provides
indicators as to how these insights can be used in coaching
practice.

Coaching Multiple Generations
One useful approach when coaching across generations is
to move away from the dimensional approach provided by
the psychometric tools and to consider how each generation
might respond in terms of practical topics or themes such as:
l Support needs
l Informational needs
l Decision-making preferences, and factors considered in 		
decision-making
l Risk appetite
l Pace/speed
l Need for recognition, attention and validation

This is a short list of examples, easily derived from the
psychometric scales, that directly impact on day-today interactions across the generations. Knowing how
generations are aligned or different has little value if we can’t
get to the ‘so what’ implications. So rather than relying on
psychometric labels, we have found it more useful to think
at a thematic level, using our data and measurements to
understand the needs and orientations of all generational
cohorts, and to build greater mutual understanding, trust
and appreciation on this basis.
We can see, for example, that Generation Z will really want
to make decisions collectively and to have a voice in those
decisions. They will be sensitive to exclusion in a way that
previous generations might underestimate, simply because
they don’t have the same level of affiliative needs. Coaching
at this thematic level, using generational data such as the
these two MRG studies, is based on raising awareness: both
providing more objective data for self-awareness and also
a more rounded and significantly less subjective awareness
of others, relying less on our own individual biases and
assumptions.
This is the crux of the issue. Generational differences are
real, fascinating and empirically measurable, but if that’s all
we see then we are missing important complexity. For the
whole picture we must also consider cultural and gender
differences, organisational context and objectives, plus, of
course, individual differences. Every single person is unique
in who they are, their life journey and what is important to
them. How’s that for diversity?!
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l Affiliating and inclusion needs
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COAC HE S I N
CO NV E R S AT I O N

If you want to be everyone’s
friend – don’t be a coach
Melanie Richens

Clive: I wonder how often this is the case and whether the
coach takes the type of decision, even though they may be
faced with a client whose situation mirrors this predicament
and the reason for coaching is to help the client to overcome a
difficulty or unlock performance – both of which may require
facing and dealing with issues that they had previously been
avoiding. So the fear of risk in the coach could become a
constraint to the success of the coaching intervention.

COACHES IN CONVERSATION
In the first of a new series of Coaches in Conversation,
Clive Steeper discusses the role of neuroscience, risk and
professionalism with Tony Nutley, Founder of UK College of
Personal Development (UKCPD) and Hetty Einzig, independent
leadership coach and Editor of Coaching Perspectives.

The opportunity to discuss these topics with such highly
experienced coaches who are also coach educators
and influence the next generation of coaches as well as
leaders and managers was one I couldn’t pass by. We
started our roundtable conversation with the hot topic
of neuroscience. It seems that every week neuroscience
is providing new understanding and evidence of what is
occurring chemically in our brains. Since we’ve always
talked of the ‘chemistry’ between people it’s fascinating
now to discover more about the real chemistry of what is
actually going on inside our bodies.
Two things became clear from our conversation: (i) there is
energy and enthusiasm to gain new insights from this science;
and (ii) it is unclear how neuroscience can best be applied
in coaching. Despite the ever-increasing amount of words
being written about the topic, there is little evidence-based
information about neuroscience tools or techniques we
can use in coaching. One book that does well in providing
examples is Neuroscience for Coaches*.
Tony: When Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP) was first
introduced, some people had a negative reaction towards
the subject, yet today there are many practical applications
of NLP-based techniques within coaching. Was the title offputting or is there evidence that should cause us to be more
concerned as coaches about NLP than neuroscience?
Clive: What are the perceptual differences between coaches
and their clients? In the case of coaches, the language and
science behind ‘neuroscience’ can be a challenge. But should
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that risk deter them and is there a way of helping them to
benefit from the applied knowledge?
Tony: One of the keys to becoming a great coach is paying
attention to what your clients are saying and how they are
saying it. This is particularly important at the contracting stage.
Therefore, the first thing in contracting, as well as in coaching,
is making sure you are fully present for your client, listening,
observing and noticing the information from all your senses
– you should have no other inner dialogue. The challenge for
coaches is that this is developed with practice i.e. experience.
My observation is that many people who claim to be great
coaches, and who may have the credentials, are often not very
good coaches because they don’t pay enough attention to
what their client is saying or their own state.
Hetty: This has implications for how we train coaches, which
I think is part of Clive’s point about risk. Is coach training
actually up to the demands of current needs – i.e, risk, and
our personal relationship with risk? For example, if you had a
high risk tolerance, you might be comfortable to challenge the
client more. If a coach understood their own risk preference,
then before challenging their client they might have a clearer
internal conversation. I have found that some coaches avoid
the possibility of challenging because they believe that it
might upset the client and therefore threaten the relationship,
and – at an unconscious level – maybe they fear the threat
also to their source of revenue.
*

This book was reviewed in Global Coaching Perspectives, Issue 9 (April 2016.)

Tony: Exactly. My colleague, Melanie Richens, says ‘if you
want to be everyone’s friend, then don’t be a coach.’ Coaching
is not about being a client’s friend, but rather about being a
professional who can provide objective feedback and point out
when necessary a client’s apparent unwillingness to commit
to a specific outcome. I’ve experienced people training to be
coaches who have said ‘Oh, I don’t want to rock the boat with
my clients, they might not then invite me back.’
Clive: I have also observed during a coaching supervision and
co-coaching sessions coaches who are unwilling to accept
they need to change. It makes me curious as to whether they
are playing to their own preferences rather than pushing the
performance levels of their client. In others words, are they
extending themselves and exploring the ‘uncomfortable’?.
Tony: Isn’t this performance coaching? Surely this is a
distinguishing factor about coaching – the capacity to enable
people to move out of their comfort zone, and be in the
learning zone, which by definition has to be uncomfortable.
Hetty: I wonder to what extent coaching supervisors consider
their own risk disposition plus that of their coaches when they
begin to work with them.
Tony: Doesn’t this lie in the contracting process? How you
want to be supported and coached? If somebody says ‘Oh no,
I don’t want that, I don’t want to rock the boat I just want you
to be nice and give me reassurance’ then I become concerned
to really understand what performance means to them, and
their clients.
Hetty: I would go further and say that in any space Tony, isn’t
that (a) one of the distinguishing factors about coaching; the
capacity to enable and support people to move out of their
comfort zone.
Tony: Absolutely
Hetty: … and (b) the learning zone, which by definition has to be
uncomfortable as Clive was saying so I think it’s fascinating Tony
that we’re still getting people who want to train to be coaches but
have, linking back to risk, clearly very low risk levels.
Tony: When coaches are learning they are in a lovely
comfortable bubble, learning and making friends but maybe
not actually being prepared for when there are going to
be real clients in front of you paying for your services as a
coach. Therefore it’s important to be professional. We have
introduced a new module to our coach training about acting
professionally to address this issue.
Clive: So if coaches don’t conduct critical reviews, and then

reflect on the feedback, to practise new approaches, how are
they improving?
Hetty: These points around practice of new and old learning,
stretching ourselves followed by reflection and review, are so
important. In essence it is stretching ourselves, taking risks to
try something new and receiving feedback that help us not
only improve, but also make us more professional.
Clive: Learning to challenge without offending takes practice,
and learning to improve through peer, or even public, review
takes time to get used to. It’s about getting comfortable with
the uncomfortable. In sport athletes use video recording, to
review their performance and spot areas for improvement –
this is also used in some corporate training. If the coaching
profession used more audio and video recording as a means
for reviewing performance with peers, I believe this would
help coaches become professional more quickly.
Hetty: To find that right moment to challenge a client is
hard. It takes skill plus a degree of courage. If you are afraid
of upsetting your client, or have not had the right learning,
development or experience to trust your senses, then as a
coach, are you acting in your own interest of that of the client?
Tony: Learning to be present and to back yourself to
challenge someone knowing it is the right thing to do, reflects
your coaching skills and the professionalism that lies within.
Clive: Isn’t this where the quality of coaching supervision can
come into play?
Hetty: In part being more professional as a coach is about
being more confident in ‘having a go’ and then scrupulously
seeing and reflecting on our mistakes as part of learning and
trying to improve all the time. That’s what other professions do.
Tony: I think there is an opportunity here for the coaching
bodies – the AC, ICF and EMCC* to be out talking to the public
as a united voice about the coaching industry and its level of
professionalism.
[As the conversation drew to a close, we touched on
establishing coaching as a leadership style and how that
might elevate coaching supervision to be part of the growing
movement by corporates for internal coaches.]
Clive: Is there a danger here that the coaching bodies are
perhaps being too protective of their interests and not
encouraging coaching to become more internally absorbed in
organisations, corporates, NGOs, etc., so that coaching could
become a recognised competence and leadership style?
Tony: We refer to this as the coaching methodology in
coaching and leadership. We find this gives people free range
to think ‘OK, I’m not commanding control here. I’m going to
engage in a coaching conversation with my team or whoever
I’m managing and so bring out the best in them, which in turn
brings out the best in me, and I’ll look “cool” because we’re
being successful.’
Clive: Then if the leader / manager saw themselves as
developing their excellence in coaching, would that then
encourage coaching role models through the organisation? A
bit like if a leader inspires well, then others in the organisation
invariably flourish in inspiring and influencing.
Hetty: What if coaching is a subset of leadership, and I agree
it’s a style and an approach, could it not also be a way of
leading that gets away from the hero macho leader?
[Pause]
Hetty: Coaching a profession and a professional way of
operating in working life?
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Clive: Why not! Referring again to professional sport
where sportsmen and women will have a range of skilled
professionals in their camp. A leader could both practise
coaching and have a professional coach to support them
along with a mentor who is skilled in the leader’s walk of life.

ABOUT THE CONTRIBUTORS

Tony: Why wouldn’t you? Point me out someone who is
successful in anything today and hasn’t benefited from the
support of a coach?! Even the CEO of Google ……. See the
video on YouTube .

FIRST HAND EXPERIENCE:
TRAINING ROAD-TESTED
Coach Judith Cardenas describes her personal experience of C-IQ
Conversational Intelligence for Coaches®

REFLECTIONS
In closing I invite you to consider the following reflections on
our conversation and share your views by writing to editor@
associationforcoaching.com
l When reflecting on our coaching skills, what neuroscience
insights do we use to inform our thinking and
development as a coach?
l What neuroscience tools, like NLP, are you using with your
coaching clients?
l As coaches, how well do we understand our own risk
disposition, its impact on how we behave and the
influence of risk in our clients’ world?
l How can we improve the professionalism of coaching?
*
AC – Association for Coaching
EMCC – European Mentoring and Coaching Council
ICF – International Coach Federation

Hetty Einzig is an independent executive coach,
trainer and facilitator working globally with
individuals, teams and groups in the areas of
leadership development, transpersonal coaching
and emotional intelligence. Hetty has worked as
a coach for over twenty-five years, and her roots
are in transpersonal psychology, which provides
a philosophical/spiritual depth that underpins
her coaching work. Her approach is holistic and
interdependent; taking a systems perspective in
her work she works with the individual or team
within their organisational and current context.
Hetty is the Editor of the Coaching Perspectives
and lives in the UK. She has two daughters busy
making their way in the world!

My clients are primarily woman executives seeking to move
up professionally in organisations that predominantly do
not promote woman as often as men, in work environments
designed to be difficult to navigate. As they began to
understand their own conversational patterns and
those of their teams, they wanted more tools and more
conversational intelligence frameworks.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Clive Steeper helps people to achieve excellence
in business and motorsport. He was Managing
Director of several international businesses
responsible for introducing new technologies
into the global marketplace. Now as an executive
coach, coaching supervisor and facilitator, Clive
works with international corporations, as well as
fast-growth businesses, focusing on leadership,
performance, and managing change.
Clive has also been a Team Manager for an
International Motorsport Team, as well as a Tyre
Engineer in Formula 1 and Motorsport Instructor.
He currently competes in a UK Championship for
Sports Prototypes and won the series in 2015.
www.clivesteeper.com

In early 2016 I was introduced to the writings of Dr. Judith
Glaser1 and her concept of Conversational Intelligence.
Her work resonated with me as I looked back on the many
leaders I have coached throughout the years: leaders who
had ‘lost their voice’ or who had no sense of influence
with their teams, or simply felt stuck. Dr. Glaser’s insights
into conversation provided a solution I could offer them.
Her approach to conversational intelligence is simple,
elegant, and easy to apply. The seven-month enhanced
training programme provided easily applicable tools and a
community of like-minded professionals who had attended
other training only to learn that the information was
difficult to apply and their clients were left with few usable
techniques.

Tony Nutley founded the UK College of Personal
Development (UKCPD) in 2001. It was the first
organisation in the UK to develop the traditional
Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP) practitioner
training into a coaching focused programme, and
also first to have their programme accredited
by Association for Coaching and the Institute for
Leadership & Management (ILM). In 2016, UKCPD
was awarded a Business Excellence award for its
high standards of training and student support.
Tony has published various books on personal
development, and is an Accredited NLP Trainer.
In addition, he is advisor to the Association for
Coaching on standards of training programmes,
recognition and accreditation.

Learning about the neuroscience behind the impact of fear
and uncertainty that influences our biochemistry was a huge
‘A-ha’ moment. After the first two weeks of training in Glaser’s
methodology, I began to apply the basic understanding of
how the chemicals of Oxytocin and Cortisol influence our
communication, both verbal and nonverbal. I asked my
clients to step back and reflect on their own communication
patterns and that of their team.
My clients began to articulate clearly when they felt
scepticism, lack of trust, and hostility in the workplace. They
spoke of how they often felt physically bad and would simply
shut down.
Through documenting their reactions to situations, persons,
or events, they were able to label a conversation as negative
or positive in clear and concise patterns. All my clients came
to identify their patterns of conversations, especially those
which did not serve their career well. My clients continued
to ask for more!

words creating trust or fear and resistance?’ Their approach
to framing questions, sharing feedback, or enhancing
engagement has shifted: they seek to use words that create
empowerment, trust, and creativity – in themselves and
others. Dr. Glaser’s work has given my clients and me the
vital tools we need to create highly engaged leaders, teams,
and workplaces.

Glaser, Judith E. (2014). Conversational Intelligence-How Great Leaders Build
Trust and Get Extraordinary Results. Bibliomotion
1

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Judith Cardenas is an Innovation and
Performance Strategist with more than 22 years
of experience in learning and performance,
corporate training and consulting. Judith is
also professionally trained in the area of Neuro
Coaching, the application of neuroscience
and organisations psychology into the field of
coaching and performance improvement. She
currently provides training, consulting and
coaching for organisations such as the U.S.
Navy, U. S. Coast Guard and U.S. Air Force plus a
number of private clients.

Judith Glaser’s mantra ‘Words create reality’ resonated
with all my clients. They began to ask themselves, ‘Are my
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REVIEWS

A REFERENCE BOOK IN A FIELD OF
MUCH-NEEDED RIGOROUS LITERATURE
Luis San Martin reviews this essential reference to applying
mindfulness in the workplace.

This latest book by Margaret Chapman-Clarke is great news to
anyone with a professional interest in mindfulness. Written in a
very clear style, it provides valuable insights, critical reflections
and practical case studies to support the author’s claim that
mindfulness in organisations is an ‘inside-out OD strategy’ in its
own right. I have no doubt that it will become a reference book
for a field in much need of rigorous literature.
As with all Chapman-Clarke’s works, the book is well structured,
which makes reading a pleasurable experience: a section
called ‘How the book is organized’ is even included to guide
the reader! Margaret herself authors the Introduction and
Part One, presenting the general objectives, philosophy and
approach behind the book and mapping the mindfulness
at work phenomenon. She then puts on her editor’s hat for
Parts Two and Three to bring together a wealth of extremely
valuable and generous contributions. All contributors tell their
stories in a personal, open and honest way to provide insightful
experiences, practical data and critical views. Part Two offers
six fascinating and well-documented case studies of actual
mindfulness interventions in different working environments.
Part Three completes the book with three critical reflections on
mindfulness at work.
Two ‘power ideas’ are worth discussing. The first is that the book
is inspired throughout by the need to ‘reframe HR processes’
on the foundations of eclecticism, diversity, inclusion and
integration. The second is that the book is written in such a
way that the reader is an active part of it, invited to participate,
constantly challenged and. integrating their own vision.
Chapman-Clarke uses autoethnography (AE) to work this magic.
AE reflects an orientation that raises questions on the nature
of truth, knowledge and evidence, offering different ways to
make sense of a particular phenomenon. This approach works
very well as an original way to break down the traditional split
between reader and author, allowing for diversity, dialogue and
relationship and challenging dualisms – just as mindfulness
itself does.

TITLE: Mindfulness in the workplace.
An evidence-based approach to
improving wellbeing and maximizing
performance
AUTHOR: Margaret Chapman-Clarke
PUBLISHER: Routledge: London
DATE: 2016
PAPERBACK PRICE: £29.99
ISBN: 978-0-7494-7490-4

ABOUT THE REVIEWER
Luis San Martin is Founding Chair of the
Association for Coaching in Spain, executive
coach and OD consultant. He is a practising
meditator and has been working with
mindfulness in the workplace witnessing how
this is an increasingly demanded intervention.
Luis brings a business background to his
work which includes CEO responsibilities in
multinational companies in a career developed
in the UK, Spain and South America. He is
bilingual in English and Spanish and works in
both languages.

A DEFICIT IN LEADERSHIP?
This book should be required reading as an important contribution to the
ongoing leadership debate, says Alf Hatton, but he remains unconvinced by
the alternative prescriptions for fixing workplace problems.

Anything by this distinguished organisational scientist is well worth
reading. As you would expect, Pfeffer deploys scientific evidence,
the kind that can be so ‘uncomfortable’ to practitioners more
accustomed to ‘heroic’ narratives of personal and organisational
transformation, the ‘spinners of yarns’, those in Leadership
Development (LD), the main target of his polemic.
Pfeffer sees the causes of an effective leadership deficit as lacks in
formal education, licensing, research rigour and access to relevant
scientific evidence, plus little curiosity to do the required reading.
But he sees the deficit in leaders themselves. Large doses of the
above would not necessarily increase effectiveness: leaders are not
empty receptacles.
Pfeffer’s indictment of LD is that (i) it ignores implementation of
its recommendations despite an annual estimated $14-20 billion
spend; (ii) it is ‘obsessively focused on the normative – what leaders
should do – rather than asking fundamental questions about what
actually is going on and why;’ (iii) it has no base-line against which
to measure how often desirable leadership behaviours occur; and
(iv) it relies on ‘happy sheets’, the main measure in use.
Evidence for leadership generating organisational success is patchy,
but Pfeffer cites research where leadership has positively delivered
‘performance’ in both good and poor economic conditions,
concluding that ‘leadership’ was invented to explain the far more
complex organisational performance, and to provide a platform for
rewarding or scapegoating.
Pfeffer contrasts the vivid paradox of a well-researched set of leader
characteristics that are relatively stable over time (‘inspire trust,
authenticity, truthfulness, serve others, be modest and self-effacing,
be empathic, have high EQ’) with ‘workplaces filled with disengaged,
dissatisfied employees who do not trust their leaders.’ Something
clearly isn’t working!
Pfeffer’s hypothesis that LD is failing in its responsibilities can be
directed at ‘elite’ business schools churning out MBAs ‘by the coach
load’ fostering fantasies of ‘elite’ leaders. Does ‘elite’ guarantee a
tighter fit with ‘effective’ than ‘inspirational, authentic, truthful, modest,
self-effacing, empathic’? Pfeffer’s prescription is to measure frequency
of desirable behaviours - engagement, satisfaction, trust in leadership from which improvement in the workplace will flow.
However these are not specifically leadership behaviours, though the
‘leader effect’ has long been known to be key to organisational culture.
Secondly, I reject the idea that attempting to become a leader who
‘inspires trust, authenticity, truthfulness, serves others, is modest
and self-effacing, empathic, has high EQ’ is somehow succumbing to
‘general blandishments’. These are quite specific high-level values,
difficult to achieve personally. There is nothing bland about them.
Pfeffer links narcissism and leadership. However there is plenty of
research on narcissism, while very little, for example, on modesty.
He does point to positive narcissistic traits that make individuals
‘appointable’ to leadership. But the overlap between narcissism and
leader attributes (authority, confidence, dominance, high self-esteem) is
stark, and not to be sidestepped.
Pfeffer’s characterisation of organisations and leader behaviours
chimes with my own experience. Trust, for example in government and
business leaders, is largely absent. But these organisations continue to
function, so perhaps trust is only desirable, not a necessity.
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Lastly, I see no evidence that LD merely offers ‘hope and inspiration.’
Indeed, I see no data on what it does offer, at what levels in
organisations, how often, and with what level of CEO commitment
to embed new behaviours. Lack of such data, as opposed to
somewhat vague assertions, rather undermines the book’s message.
I am left unsure as to what Pfeffer understands leadership to be, as
distinct from what he says LD is.
I have attended some seminars where LD offers ‘hope and
inspiration’, and others preferring the ‘hard knocks’ message. Each
is necessary, but neither alone is sufficient: this is LD’s yin and
yang! While this book should be required reading as an important
contribution to the ongoing leadership debate, its alternative
prescription for fixing workplace problems is unconvincing. LD
cannot be uniquely blameworthy for such a widespread societal
phenomenon as the leadership deficit. Finally, I really worry at the
notion of ‘truth’ used by a social scientist at all.

TITLE: Leadership BS, Fixing
Workplaces and Careers One Truth
at a Time
AUTHOR: Jeffrey Pfeffer
PUBLISHER: HarperBusiness
DATE: 8.10.2015
PAPERBACK PRICE: £15.90
(Amazon)
ISBN: 10: 0062383167
ISBN: 13: 978-0062383167
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Alf Hatton consults to private and public
sector organisations, specialising in strategy
development, communications and leadership
development. Work has taken him all over
the world. He uses dynamic approaches to
leading and managing – the ‘here and now’
of leaders’/managers’ everyday lives. He is a
Chartered Fellow of the Institute of Personnel
& Development, a Member of the Association
for Coaching and a Fellow of the Museums
Association. He has practised Shotokan
karate-do for over 40 years and is now a retired
international referee.
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AC, UK CONFERENCE 2016:
‘IN THE SYSTEM’
Etain Doyle reviews this year’s AC, UK conference, a stellar event which focused
on the myriad systems and subsystems we all operate in.

The theme was a highly relevant and practical one, with
insights for all, but that is to be expected when the inspiring
genie is Gill Smith, the outgoing Chair of AC UK. Katherine
Tulpa’s opening talk paid her a warm tribute, followed by an
entertaining vignette from Gill herself on the conference theme.
Succinct, polished and funny, it reflected on her experience of
the NHS: a system designed to save lives, in contrast to Gill’s
desire to live life – in particular to leave hospital last June for
the Bruce Springsteen concert. Gill got her way, with a blend of
diplomacy, courage and toughness.
The keynote from Cath Bishop, Olympic silver medallist in
rowing, spoke well to this coaching audience. Bishop outlined
the support systems for Team GB, and noted that it is not
all about techniques and analytics - High Performance is a
collaborative activity. Unstinting mutual support is essential in
achieving those marginal improvements in every aspect that
make for a world-class outcome. The video she showed of her
medal-winning race was as exciting today as it was when the
race was held. Bishop’s presentation held great lessons for overcompetitive executives.
There was a plethora of inviting workshops – sadly we could
only attend two. I enjoyed Amanda Riding’s workshop on ‘the
body in the system’. Deceptively simple, the centring techniques
are ones we all know, but the contexts in which she placed
them were novel and highly illuminating as well as fun. In the
afternoon Linda Green demystified creativity so that it can be
effectively harnessed. The closing keynote by Superintendent
Dave Hill was a thought-provoking (and very entertaining) talk
on how traditional systems of leadership cannot deal effectively
with radically changing attitudes.
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Another great benefit of the conference was the opportunity
for discussions between sessions and hearing about other
coaching practices, enjoying the warmth and openness coaches
offer each other.
May I also recognise the sterling work done by the Conference
team. It is a huge task to put on an event with 250 delegates
and 14 speakers and have everything work so smoothly!

ABOUT THE REVIEWER
Etain Doyle is Chairman of ACCA Ireland,
2016/7, and an FCCA, and also an accredited
business coach (AC) and psychometric assessor
(British Psychology Society). She has a portfolio
career since 2004, currently involving board
directorships and running Group Insight, a High
Performance peer learning circle for CEOs and
business coaching. This followed a successful
executive career as the first sectoral regulator
in Ireland, 1997 - 2004 and in a range of other
roles including extensive experience in the
Departments of Finance and Foreign Affairs.

WE ARE TEN!
AC IRELAND CELEBRATES ITS
10TH ANNIVERSARY
We are delighted to reach this significant milestone and to
first of all say thank you to all our members, as without you
this would not have been possible. We currently have over
500 members made up as follows: 64% = Individual; 23% =
Corporate; 11% = Organisational; 2% = third-sector members.
This diversity of our membership has always added depth in the
opportunities for networking and sharing of knowledge.
Secondly, to thank all of our volunteers, sponsors and speakers
who are vital to us being able to fulfil our purpose:

To inspire and champion
coaching excellence, to
advance the coaching
profession, and make a
sustainable difference to
individuals, organisations,
and in turn, society.

Through the support of our volunteers we have been able to
grow our offerings for members with the following:

l Regular workshops in Dublin, Cork and Belfast with topical
and thought-provoking speakers who kindly gift their time and
insights to support our continuing personal development
l Access to Coaching Conferences in Ireland as well as the UK
and globally, some being hosted through the joint initiative
with ICF and EMCC
l Monthly Co-Coaching in Dublin and Belfast, where attendees
get the chance to practise coaching, be coached and gain
valuable feedback in a safe and confidential environment
l Members’ Bulletin and AC publications containing
contemporary and relevant information on a diverse range of
subjects
l Accreditation of both individual coaches (we now have 53 in
Ireland) and coach training courses
l Joint Excellence in Coaching Award with the Irish Institute of
Training – members showcase the development of coaching
in their organisation
l Corporate Think Tanks to encourage the sharing of knowledge
and best practice between world-class companies
l Group and telephone supervision schemes
l Opportunity to access coaching courses and webinars hosted
by thought-provoking speakers
We have come a long way in the last ten years. I can still
remember the buzz in the room in the BBC Studios in Belfast
when Katherine Tulpa spoke about what the AC wanted to do to
raise the profile of coaching as a profession in Ireland. We look
forward to meeting our members at any one of the ten events
we have planned for the year. The launch event will be held on
14th. October in Deloitte, Dublin, and our close event will be
held in Belfast in September 2017. Themes this year are all taken
from members’ feedback through evaluations, e-mail and faceto-face conversations, and as always, are looking to advance
your knowledge of coaching and offer you a chance to share
experiences with professional, like-minded coaches.
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EMBODIED KNOWLEDGE,
PRESENCE AND SOMATIC
INTELLIGENCE IN BUSINESS
Dancer and organisational facilitator Daniel Ludevig explores embodied knowledge and Social
Presencing Theater as paths to unlocking innovation, creativity, and intelligence in businesses

Embodied knowledge is a third intelligence (alongside IQ and EI) that
has piqued the interest of progressive, forward-thinking business
leaders, conferences and academics, and appears in discussions
within such fields as psychology, sociology, dance and leadership as
paths to unlock organisational potential and business success.

Dance and Movement-based exercises
Since 2009 I have been exploring the potential of embodied
knowledge to support corporate leaders and employees to get in
touch with their inner-knowing and intuition so that they can use this
intelligence for better decision-making. I began by using movementbased exercises such as dance for communication and leadership
learning. Through my background as a professional Latin and Swing
dancer, I learned the importance of connection, trust and rhythm
while trying out a variety of lead-and-follow models with my dance
partners. I was amazed at how much could be communicated and
understood between two people in only a two-minute dance. Later,
through obtaining degrees in psychology and economics, I developed
a greater sense of how the metaphor and experience of dance and
other movement-based exercises could inform topics like leadership,
conflict, team dynamics, values, team collaboration, change
management, decision-making and presence in organisational
culture (this is echoed by a field of supportive research and literature).

Participants during the BMW/Guggenheim Lab embodying their various
communication styles and exploring non-verbally topics such as trust,
respect, purpose and values

The workshops aim to be eye-opening, high-energy and fun, and
to encourage participants to re-think their leadership models. They
engage in activities like body sculpting, group rhythm tests, and
improvised leading and following with their partners: they find
themselves embodying behavioural styles similar to those which they
identify or witness in their company. Simultaneously, followers are
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also encouraged to explore various possibilities of leading from the
follower role. Through this it becomes clear to them that they can
also empower, enhance, support and influence their leaders from the
following position. In the debrief leaders and followers talk about their
experiences during the movement exercises. This enables them to
feel safer and more open, as managers and employees, to talk about
their company culture, organisational experiences and challenges,
and to connect the learning from the exercises to their daily work and
personal and company objectives.

Client examples
As a continuation of this work, over the years I have included and
partnered with a variety of embodiment methodologies in my
facilitation, from martial arts, acting and dance to music, painting,
and sculpture making. A recent study by Harvey Seifter (2016)
demonstrates that the use of arts-based methods in training results
in statistically significant increases in creative and critical thinking,
sharing leadership, emotionally intelligent behaviour, empathic
listening, mutual respect, trust, active following and transparency, as
well as insight, clarity and problem-solving. The study also revealed
that participants in arts-based training are able to make more transfer
from the training to their daily work and lives than in other types of
training.
Through referring and reflecting on their embodied experiences,
these methods have allowed my clients to learn about and feel often
hard-to-grasp but nonetheless critical topics. In one programme we
used lead/follow movement exercises to create a common language
among 150 participants from three separate nationalities at a
multi-national energy company where a common verbal language
did not exist. Partner and group movement exercises were used to
explore trust issues within the company culture affected by a largescale international merger. In an environment dominated by fear of
possible layoffs, this movement-based activity allowed participants
temporarily to leave their concerns aside and try something new.
Despite the preceding tensions, several minutes into the workshops
the participants were seen entering curiously into a space of
becoming ‘comfortable with the uncomfortable.’ Movement acted
both as the glue that brought the team together and the lubricant
that eased them into openly having a difficult conversation with
each other and their leaders: creatively exploring how the company
leadership culture could shift towards more openness in order to
support everyone affected by the organisational transition.
During the planning phase of a workshop to support a five-year
strategy off-site programme with the leadership team of a central

European bank, it became clear that major gaps of informationsharing existed. This caused insecurity and vulnerability, and left the
management team isolated and exposed to criticism. Movement
and a 3-D sculpture-building method proved to be turning points
in helping to bring the fragmented leadership team together and
find common ground. The subsequent participation and openness
noticeably improved throughout the rest of the programme. The
visual dimension of these activities allowed for insight on strategic
possibilities and how to communicate these to staff and stakeholders.
Having used a variety of movement-based approaches to address this
company’s challenges and development over the past four years, we
have witnessed their continuous transformative evolution towards
being more unified, aligned and connected when approaching
difficult decisions.

Social Presencing Theater
Since 2013 I have also begun using a set of embodiment practices,
based on Otto Scharmer’s social and systemic change framework,
Theory U, and the accompanying art form called Social Presencing
Theater, co-created by Arawana Hayashi, Scharmer (2014) and others
from the Presencing Institute. Theory U offers a process and structure
for leading, learning, innovating and sustainably supporting social
systems and organisations undergoing transformational change by
looking to the emerging future as a source of knowledge in addressing
complex issues.

thoughts. It also allows them to notice that they possess a natural
sense of awareness that connects them with others.
Awareness in Social Presencing Theater is defined as a 360-degree
sensing capacity that connects our own bodies with the groups
or social bodies in which we operate. Through various practices
participants extend their embodied awareness into the larger social
field around them. With increased curiosity they notice aspects like
space, ambiguity and the intangible, as well as group dynamics
such as leading, following, mirroring, accepting, rejecting, soloing,
supporting, controlling, and manipulating. For many, the embodied
experience is the first time they discover that such topics even exist,
not to mention the critical role they play in all social groups of which
they are a part.

Duets, The Village, The Field Dance
Duets are non-verbal, movement-based exchanges between
two individuals to explore topics such as leadership, conflict,
communication, presence, collaboration, patience, and deep
listening. Both persons obtain more understanding and information
about a real situation by (1) embodying their own body-shape when
reflecting on the situation and learning from that, (2) seeing and
sensing into the embodiment of the other, and (3) noticing and feeling
into what can emerge from the space between them. In one instance,
this practice helped two competing leaders to better understand the
difficulties and pressures of the other, while simultaneously allowing
them to explore what they shared and could co-create together,
unlocking new ways forward.
The Village invites participants to extend their attention outwards
to groups of five or more while moving freely around a space. They
are encouraged to notice their own motives, behaviours, reactions,
habits, impulses, judgements and feelings, as well as paying attention
to the dynamics of the whole. It is a powerful tool for allowing groups
to see themselves from the outside, one of the key competencies of
high-performing groups

The 5 main steps of the Theory U model, supporting organisations’
journey from ego to eco-awareness through an exploration of source
and purpose

Social Presencing Theater makes visible the current and emerging
realities of groups through a mindfulness- and awareness-based
presencing approach that includes eight movement-based practices.
As its main instrument, Social Presencing Theater places and rests
attention on the body. Using the body as an instrument invites
participants to increase their sensing capacity, thus allowing them
to recognise the difference between actual embodied sensing and
subsequent cognitive meaning-making.
The first and most fundamental of the eight practices is the ‘20 minute
dance’: participants are invited to notice and let go of thoughts
they may have about past, present and future, and encouraged to
allow their attention to land on the feeling and observation of their
own bodies, maintaining a sense of groundedness while doing so.
During this individual dance participants shift between moments of
stillness and movement while lying, sitting, standing or walking. The
experience develops the capacity to sense through the body, to learn
how to let go of habitual movement and meaning-making patterns,
and instead pay attention to what is emerging. Clients report feeling
greater presence, clarity of mind and ability to let go of distracting

Participants during a MOVE Leadership workshop using Social
Presencing Theater to make visible underlying dynamics, relationships
patterns and habits within the group

For a group of food entrepreneurs all working at the same institution,
this surfaced observations around the group’s tendency to shepherd
in anyone who strayed too far from what the majority was doing.
For a group of innovators, this was a surprising and important
observation that led to a deeper dialogue around how they might be
unconsciously limiting new ideas and opposing opinions. They have
continued using the Village as a check-in practice to keep track of
current and emerging group dynamics.
The Field Dance explores existing unconscious expectations and
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projections inherent when an individual communicates to a group.
Through its exploration of unconditional confidence, presence and
speaking on behalf and through the collective, the Field Dance reveals
the deep ‘invisible’ forces at play between speaker and audience. The
awareness achieved through this simple practice is the groundwork
for real innovation and idea generation. Clients are able to let go of
their prejudices and tap into the collective potential between them
and their audience. They report greater connection, confidence and
co-creation resulting from stronger trust.
These embodied practices enable participants to pay attention to
those voices or ideas which often get overlooked: marginalised ideas
or people are often sources of new creativity. Participants develop
the capacity to pay attention to their attention, and to realise that the
quality of our attention dictates the outcomes we see.
We develop a panoramic awareness that lessens the sense of
separateness between our self and others … When we rest in that
awareness, letting go of preconceptions, we tap into our highest future
self and the greatest potential of the situation. Awareness gives birth to
insight, innovation and skillful action. Something fresh crystallizes out of
open perception that can then be put into action. (Hayashi, 2014).
Further advanced practices, like the Stuck Dance, Case-Clinic 1.5,
Seed Dance, and 4-D mapping, enable a deeper understanding of
the systemic relationship between the various elements. Indirectly
and directly, these experiences allow leaders to connect with an
embodied knowledge that opens up their minds to cultivate curiosity,
opens up their hearts to develop compassion, and opens up their will
to build courage.
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Daniel Ludevig facilitates deep conversations
for organisations and systems using embodiment
and creativity to create transformational change
around culture, communication and strategy.
His work is informed through His work at MOVE
Leadership and his training as a professional
swing dancer. Born in the U.S.A, currently living
in Berlin, Daniel works internationally. He
explores the ways in which company culture and
values, and the capacity to access our different
intelligences, influence professional and social
development and interaction in the workplace
and everyday life.

Association for Coaching launches
our new Digital Community
Platform in January 2017
The AC is proud to announce
that in early 2017 we will
launch our brand new digital
membership platform!
It is now time for us to collectively re-imagine our
coaching profession and to build a platform that inspires
and supports collaboration across our diverse and
globally growing community.

Do you imagine a World:
l Where a thriving professional coaching community
serves in every corner of our beautiful globe?
l Where the AC has a coach and a community in every
country?
l Where our coaching profession is not just being
the change but is also actively, purposefully and
deliberately leading the change agenda?
l Where as a professional community we can connect
with likeminded people regardless of geographical
boundaries?
l Where we collectively make a fundamental
contribution and difference to our planet?
If you answered YES to any of these, then join us
and enjoy ‘purposefully playing’ with our thriving AC
Community! We’ve invested in a digital technology
that will enable you to have these types of inspiring
conversations.
Keep a look out for member updates with the launch date
of our new community platform.

Our Purpose

Our purpose is to inspire and champion coaching
excellence, to advance the coaching profession
and make a sustainable difference to individuals,
organizations and society.

Our Values

l High Standards - so that we continue to advance the
profession.
l Progressive - so that we are strategic and forward
focused.
l Member & Market led - so that we remain dynamic
and relevant.
l Inclusive - so that we value and appreciate our
diverse community.
l Educational - so that we champion excellence and
learning.
l Responsive - so that we meet our commitments.
l Collaborative - so that we make a collective
difference.

Our Aims

l To actively advance education and best practice in
coaching.
l To develop and implement targeted initiatives to
encourage growth in the profession.
l To demonstrate accountability and credibility
through role-modeling a coach approach.
l To encourage and provide opportunities for an open
exchange of views and experiences.
l To collaborate and build a network of strategic
alliances and relationships worldwide, in order
to maximize the members’ and the profession’s
potential.
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+44 (0) 845 653 1050
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